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Abstract
This creative thesis is a memoir dedicated to a close examination of a childhood taking place in a
meth ridden midwestem town, under the supervision of meth addicted parents. Using both prose
and poetry to explore small excerpts of memory in a sequential vignette form, this memoir
follows the author through early adolescents to middle school, tackling issues such as addiction
in the home, prostitution, homelessness, and incarceration as well as more domestic points of
interest like sibling bonds, childhood roleplay, and parent/child relationships.

At its core, this narrative looks at the home and the family from the perspective of a growing
young girl who is faced with learning about the world's darker aspects from an early age, who
navigates and balances sisterhood, parenthood, school, and a home life steeped in the criminal
world in constantly changing venues.
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Critical Introduction
From the ages of seven to fourteen-the timeline of this memoir-I was exposed to the
following: My mother's prostitution, seeing my parents commit crimes ranging from burglary to
the production of meth amphetamines, seeing them spend time in prison, homelessness, and to
physical assaults.

This memoir is composed of twelve chapters that are each comprised of a montage of vignettes,
chronological scenes from my experiences as an abused child. The vignettes range from a few
lines to several pages of prose. I include poems interspersed between the chapters (sometimes
within the chapters), making this a multi- genre endeavor. This multi-genre hybridity allows me
to do several things.

The episodic nature of the vignettes here allows me to be both narratively linear while also
clearly juxtaposing completely separate memories with one another in the text so that each
chapter forms a whole composed of several moving parts, all of which are speaking to one
another. This form is inspired by modernist poets rather than prose writers. I was inspired to
write in this fractured yet unified form after reading Langston Hughes' "Montage of a Dream
Deferred" and T.S. Eliot's "The Waste Land. "

The hybridity o f this text, in that it is composed o f both poetry and prose, is inspired b y William
Faulkner's narrative drifts. The easy flow between points-of-view and between stream of
conscious and traditional narration in books like Light in August and The Sound and the Fury
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and the way that these differing sections perform very different but necessary tasks has taught
me to always question my form and consider what the story wants to be. The use of poetry
allows me to do two important things. First, because I write from the first person present as my
younger self in all of the prose sections, the poems allow me to step somewhat outside of my
childhood narration. As it is clear that the speaker somewhat changes when the form changes,

I

can use poetry not only to express a memory and to move plot but also to provide a certain
amount of commentary from a more present-based self who is reflecting on the past. Second, it
allows me room to meld memory with metaphor to more clearly put my childhood confusion and
emotion on the page, confusion and emotion that, as a child, I wouldn't have had the ability to
express in the same way that poetry can; therefore, these are concepts that my child narrator
wouldn't be equipped to so fully convey to the reader.

The overarching theme used to connect the sections of the memoir is the idea of home. I dealt
with homelessness for much of my childhood. During the times I did spend at "home," I
experienced an intense fear of the dark. My bourgeoning understanding of sex and sexuality was
influenced by seeing my mother prostituting herself for meth. I begin the memoir by writing
about my father building the house we lived in only to lose it due to addiction. I go on to detail
the wide range of places that we stayed during our extended homelessness, and end at the point
where both of my parents are in recovery and we are living as a family in our own home again.
The chapter, "Homeless," is set up in clear juxtaposition to the earlier chapters about living in
my parents' own home. I use this space to dissect the foreign homes of those that I stayed with as
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a child, comparing them to one another and comparing how I felt about those differing locations
and the discomfort that their else-ness created in a child without a place to call its own.

With this piece, I am following the example of writers like Augusten Burroughs and Mary Karr
in writing about the effect that other family members' struggles with addiction has on an
individual, especially as one grows up under an addict's care. Writers like Burroughs and Karr,
who approach the subject with candor, are among those that I have been reading in order to
approach this topic and prepare for my own writing in order to add to the conversation that they
have started about contemporary family-of-addict storytelling.

For my own purpose, I am completely candid about the culture of meth in Charleston. I describe
witnessing my mother' s prostitution with absolute clinical honesty and describe the act of
smoking meth very clearly, also devoting a whole chapter to describing my mother's many
paranoid hallucinations. These sections are meant to be difficult to read. I chose to get incredibly
close to the most disturbing memories that I have retained in order to fully immerse my readers
into the world that I lived in, to imbue the text with the real experience of being the abused child
of meth addicts. My desire wasn't simply to recall the details, but to put the reader in my shoes
in the most uncomfortable situations that I encountered. I feel that this is important because
addiction isn't often shown in all its gory detail, but more as an infamous but glamorized
lifestyle. I want my audience to understand the truth, that there is no glamour in having nothing,
belonging nowhere, and falling into recursive small tragedies that make up a whole one.
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The most popular addiction story in this genre tends to be the highly publicized, famous person' s
memoir about their artist' s struggle with drugs and alcohol. The glitter that popular culture
throws at drug addiction is counterproductive when it comes to prevention; if anything, the
violent cycle is perpetuated by pop media. Atte Oksanen identified "ninety-six [nonfiction]
books published before 201 1 by internationally recognized rock artists" (Oksanen). The wide
majority of these texts had to do with detailed descriptions of drug and alcohol abuse. The
glamorized culture of addiction grows because, as Oksanen states, "audiences are intrigued by
the first-person narrations of famous people."

The problematic nature of memoir is that it reflects only one person's point-of-view; the
individual memoir "does not reflect the lived reality of most people" (Gosselin). The large
number of memoirs dedicated to telling the story of the addict, let alone the famous addict,
neglects the reality of the addict' s friends and relatives. There is a necessity for "alternative
narrative structures-or counterstories" to avoid a one-sided view of addiction (Gosselin). The
effects of having so many addicts ' stories largely available glamorizes the addict, leaving those
affected by the addict as dehumanized characters who exist only as props in the addict's story. In
addition, memoir written by addicts often deals with the premise that "a person is broken or
impaired by the problem that afflicts them and that therefore they can be fixed or made whole
again when the problem is eradicated" (Gosselin). This is not the reality. The end of addiction
does not end the problems created during the time of addiction.
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While my perspective does not include my respective parents' and my siblings' perspectives
directly, during the duration of this text I have conducted several informal interviews with my
family members to better understand what they were feeling and how they were motivated to act
as they did. This memoir serves not only as a "counterstory" to the typical addiction memoir but
also makes attempts at better understanding the perspectives of not only myself, the non-addict
child, but also my parents, in particular my mother. I detail my mother's childhood sexual abuse
in order to introduce both compassion and understanding into the text. This is not a story about
hatred or even resentment. It's full of anger, but also full of love and a shared hopelessness
between addict and addict's children.

Memoirs told from addicts' perspectives "frequently have tidy endings that suggest complete
recovery" (Gosselin). This trend boxes addiction in a safe container that can be left in the past,
but I believe it is also unrealistic. The reality is that addiction causes, especially in children,
lasting effects that must be faced throughout life as "many psychological problems are ongoing,
non-progressive, and repetitious" (Gosselin). This truth can most effectively be told from the
perspective of one who was never addicted but was affected by the addict; addicts frame their
stories with finality for a reason- they believe in the finality themselves for their own mental
health and peace of mind. The very existence of this text counters the trend of tidy endings. If
problems ended at the end of addiction, there would be far less need for this story. And, while
this memoir does end in a happier and safer space, it is also clear that struggle hasn't moved out
of the frame. Lasting damage is still clearly visible as the family begins attempts to heal and
move on.
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Another issue with the popular addiction memoir is that it isn't reflective of most people's
reality. The overwhelming majority of drug addicts are not famous and do not have the resources
that a famous person has either in obtaining drugs readily and easily or in getting into fabulous
rehabilitation programs with the support of millions of adoring fans. My text is reflective of the
majority of addicts' lived reality. It details the means by which addicts are forced to seek drugs,
either through self-manufacturing in the case of my father or self-prostitution in the case of my
mother. The addiction memoir conversation for the most part is controlled by men and therefore
doesn't detail the female addict's conundrum, the way in which the addict community serves to
sexually exploit women, often women who were brought into the world of drugs by men. Seeing
this side of the culture from a child's perspective was important to me as I was composing this
text. I specifically chose to show the expectation that women would have sex for drugs and the
demonization of them for doing so. I open this text with one of my earliest memories of drug
addiction, learning of my father's infidelity and being forced to confront it head-on. I follow that
by exposing my mother's ensuing infidelity that came as a response to my father's addict
culture-fueled extramarital affair. The message to me, even as a child, was clear, men were
allowed to explore outside of marriage, and women were not.

The working class story of addiction looks incredibly different. There is the added threat of real
jail time and children being put into foster care. Financial situations do not often allow for easy
access to drugs, which results in the addict committing more crimes like burglary, drug
production, or prostitution in order to support their habit. The loss of financial stability also leads
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to homelessness and child neglect as other financial strains like bills and extracurriculars fall by
the wayside. This is the story that is most occurring but gets the least amount of attention;
therefore, it is the one that most needs to be told.

By writing my point-of-view, the point-of-view of someone who was abused by drug addicts
because of their addiction, I provide such a counterstory, a reality check for what we see
constantly in the media; the glamor of debilitating mental illness and violent hardship brought on
by addiction. This project pushes on a need to look outside of our addict-centered way of
thinking about drugs. This conversation has already begun but has not yet gained momentum in
being received at an equal rate to those stories which they counter. By adding to the volume of
dialogue on this side of the issue, we do more to compete.

The need for such a push comes from the culture of drug rehabilitation. While our popular
narrative puts heavy emphasis on the addict' s recovery, others are unseen. There is a need for
more of the victims of drug addicts to tell their stories in order for our society to see them that
way and to offer them more protection and more help. In my own experience, children are often
left with abusive, addict guardians by the authorities though the situation is clear to them. This is
justified by the public desire to keep families together and because our foster system is broken at
best. Also, though my hometown was (during my childhood) the number one meth county in a
state with a city like Chicago in it, there are plenty of resources for addicts to find help but no
programs or resources available for family members coping with the abuse of addicts, and this
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working class addiction and rehabilitation culture needs to change as we see children most
consistently following in their parents' addiction footsteps.
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I.
I have been to Junior' s garage before. He has pictures of naked women on the cork
bulletin board by the door, fastened with translucent thumb tacks over their nipples and putties.
He has saw dust on the ground. I like to put my fingers in it, reminds me of my uncle' s garage,
and the treated wood smell brings up memories of my dad building my house.
"You know how to get there. Just go and tell your dad to come home; I know he' s there,"
Morn tells me.
I'm not sure how early in the morning it is, but I know that it's before time to go to
school, second grade with Mrs. Craig. Lacy and I have plans to play Power Puff Girls at recess.
She gets to be Blossom, and I have to be Buttercup when we fly across the pebble playground in
our windbreakers.
Mom puts me in my disco pink and patched-in seafoarn and metallic purple jacket. "Why
can't you go?" I ask her.
"He won't talk to me."

Junior lives four blocks away. I have to pass Uncle Ernie's house and the Northside
playground. It' s chilly and foggy, and looking too far across the grass field between the jungle
gym and grain bins looks like something out of a scary movie, like one of the monster people
from The Hills Have Eyes might start limping after me. I wasn't supposed to watch that, but I
pretended to be asleep when Dad turned it on one night and saw through the white sheet over my
head. I always sleep with something over my head, always worried that something would come
get me while I was sleeping.
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Junior's garage is all bent metal siding, it reminds me of tomados. It looks like it has
been through one, or it' s going to be destroyed by one any minute.
I knock on the door, and no one comes, so I knock louder. It makes my knuckles hurt. I
have to reach up to try the dented brass knob.
It won't open, so I slam my flat hands against the door, trying to be louder, stand out in
the gravel by the road for a while until Junior appears in the doorway, tall, tall man with a five
mile black beard hanging in curls. I think it would be sticky and hard if I touched it. He scares
me. I've never liked him.
"Jamie Lynn," he looks around behind me, "Where's your mom?"
"She's at home."
"You're all by yourself?"
"Is my dad here?"
He opens the door wider and steps inside. I follow him. There' s the saw dust. There're
the naked ladies with tacks in their boobs and putties. They scare me. Mom said that Junior is
just a dirty old man like she sometimes tells people that I'm just a kid.
"He's not here." Junior' s voice makes me knock around on the inside like thunder does.
"My mom said that he was here and to tell him to come home."
"Stay here." He goes to climb the rickety staircase on the other side of the garage, the
kind that I don't like because you can look down and see how far away the ground is between the
steps.
I look at the naked ladies on the bulletin board. I like the cork. The design of it is pretty,
and it' s soft. One of the ladies is blond, and she is laying down with her knees pulled up. She is
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spreading then apart with her hands. I can see the dark hair on her puttie under the clear tack. My
mom has hair like that, but I don't. I wonder if there is something wrong with me. Junior is gone
a long time, and by the time he comes back down the stairs, I'm sitting on the concrete floor,
making designs in the saw dust.
"Your dad isn't here. Why don't you go on home."
"I know that he' s up there," I tell him as I get up from my masterpiece.
"He' s not. You go on home."
When he comes toward me, I back away because he's tall and has a long black beard,
back away out the door, and he shuts it. I hear the lock slide home.
It' s still foggy on the way back to the house, and I wonder if I'm late to school. Mom is
waiting for me, watching out the window, but she doesn't come outside or open the door for me.
She is still at the window when I walk in, her head poked between the glass and the black trash
bags that have been tacked over the curtains.
"What did he say?" she turns on me, black Harley Davidson sweatshirt too loose around
her little body. My Aunt Laura is sitting on our green couch, biting her nails.
"Junior said he wasn't there."
"Bullshit," she throws up her hands, "I know he's there." Her finger is aimed at me like I
have lied to her. "What did he say exactly?"
"He said that Dad wasn't there, and then he went upstairs for a while, and then he came
back and told me he wasn't there and to go home." I look around for Dallas, but she isn't there,
maybe still sleeping.
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"He was upstairs with that bitch, Angel." She's talking to Aunt Laura. I don't know
anyone named Angel.
"Yep," Aunt Laura doesn't take her fingers out of her mouth to answer, but she nods with
her whole body.
"He thinks I'm stupid, but I ain't stupid. He's been fucking that bitch, and he wants to
make me think I'm crazy, and I ain't crazy." She pushes the sleeves of her sweatshirt up to her
elbows. I like her arms. They have lots of freckles. I have some too, but not as many as Mom
has.
I don't know what fucking is, except that my dad isn't supposed to be doing it with
Angel.
"Did you hear your dad, Jamie Lynn?"
"No."
"Are you sure?"
"Yes."
"You didn't hear him upstairs?"
"No."
"Whatever. He's there." She thinks that I'm lying. She always thinks that I'm lying. I'm
not going to school today. I know that because I know better than to ask about it. Mom can't deal
with that right now. That what she always says.
I go to my bedroom. Dallas is playing with our baby dolls. She shows me one. I sit next
to her by the toy box and touch her bobbed black hair and hug her, and she rubs her head into my
chest and laughs.
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II.
It's dark. There are no windows in the bedroom, but I know that it's dark because I'm
supposed to be asleep in the big queen sized bed with Dallas next to me, the mostly black blanket
with the white dog shapes pulled over my head. I try to breathe slowly and without moving, so if
a witch comes to get me, she might think I'm a pillow. It gets hot under the blanket, so I arrange
a wrinkle to let air in by my head to breathe through. I keep my back against Dallas, so witches
can't steal her without me noticing. I don't know what I would do if they did try to take her, but
they aren't going to take her without me knowing about it.
I'm afraid that I ' ll have the nightmare where Dallas and I are kidnapped, and a dirty,
honey old man cuts Dallas's legs with long knives and makes me watch while I 'm tied to a chair
again. I pull a long lock of hair into my mouth and chew on it while I say the ABC 's in my head.
Time drags on extra slow until I hear Mom yelling.
Dad starts shouting. I creep out of bed and feel my way to the door, the spell of the
witches broken by my parents hollering. I crack open the bedroom door and look out to see giant
flames leaping out of the kitchen. Somehow, they got off of the stove and onto the floor. Mom
sprays the black carpet with the sink hose.
"Mom?"
"Go back to bed, Sissy," Dad says soothingly. I stand in silence, un-budged by his
suggestion. "Go Jamie Lynn! "
I shut the bedroom door, climb back into bed, position my back to rest against Dallas, and
pull the covers over my head. In the morning, the carpet is charred in front of the stove. We buy
a rug that covers most of it.
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III.
"What are you looking at?" I ask my Great Aunt Laura as she peeks out of the bare
bedroom window in her oversized, stained white tee shirt, like an old lady secretly watching
passers on the street, though the window overlooks the back yard, completely closed up with a
tall wooden privacy fence. Her face is old, and her fingers are raw. She sometimes sucks her
thumb at night.
"Officer Giordano is in that tree," her face is set in seriousness, eyes wide, her
movements are always sharp like the points of her bones.
I look out of the window, "No, he's not."
"Jamie Lynn, don't argue with me." I'm eight, not supposed to talk back to adults.
I go outside. I stand under the big leafy oak tree, looking up, looking for a uniform
wearing man with binoculars. He's not there, just the light shooting down between the branches
and leaves, so I go inside.
"Aunt Laura, there's no one in the tree."
"Did you go out there? Did you talk to him? What did you say? What ifhe comes in here
and arrests your mom? Do you want that?" She waves her tiny arms around as she speaks,
pushing back her fried brown hair, finally putting her fingers up to her mouth to chew on them,
as she always seems to be doing, just before walking away to warn my mother of what I've done.
I convince myself that he must have left in between the time that it took me to talk to my
aunt and go outside, and I must have just missed him when I looked out of the window. I still get
grilled about what I said to him and somehow remember that I saw a man leaving the yard as I
came outside after many questions.
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IV.
I 've never seen him in my house, hollow tube of an empty pen held between his lips like
a cigarette, strip of aluminum foil folded into an triangle beneath the tube, three fingers hold the
metal from one end, not disturbing the white powder inside.
He looks at me. Morn looks at me.
"Go play, Jamie Lynn. "
I don't.
She shrugs. "It's nothing she hasn't seen before. "
Bic fire held to the bottom of the foil, turns the aluminum black and oil-in-the-puddle
blue. He sucks the fumes from the fold in the metal with the tube between his lips.
I smell charcoal and vanilla and burnt something, and I want to see the aluminum tum
colors again.
It's like nothing that I've ever seen before.
At night, the man is gone. From the crack of my open door, I see dad smack morn in the
mouth.
Aunt Laura bites her nails to nothing on the rug, watching but not seeing.
"Did you fuck him?" Dad sounds like his insides are sore.
Morn just cries; she sees me, and she cries.
v.

There's been a RV in the driveway for a long time, but I was never allowed to go in. But,
just Dad's gone right now, and Morn takes me to the RV, to get something, and she wants me to
come with,just in case.
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It's windy, and her red hair and my brown hair blows all over.
She opens the door with a key, swings the door open for me to step up on the hanging
metal step.
The floor is covered with our photo album pages. Albums and albums of pages, pictures
cut to fit, clustered together. I used to open the books and read the story of my life in the pages,
but I don't know how they're supposed to fit together now.
"Your dad did that." She disappears into the back of the RV while I stand there on the
pictures of me and Dallas on holidays and posing with family members. Heap of broken images.
Mom comes back, walks out the door.
"Let's go."
VI.
Nathan lives with us now. I didn't know that I had a cousin Nathan until he came to live
with us, but he's fourteen and cool with curly brown hair. I like him; even though, he sometimes
sleeps with his eyes open and makes me wonder if he is dead or watching me through his
dreams. Dad told him that if he kepes staying with me and Dallas, he will keep buying Nathan
pot and cigarettes.
Mom and Dad aren't home very often. I don't know where they sleep at night.
Sometimes, they are gone for days. Nathan doesn't like to go to school, so we don't go.
We have fuzzy posters from the Dollar General. Each one takes us days to finish because
we color them with gel pens and hang them on the walls. We stay in the living room in the back
of the house. No one goes to the front of the house anymore because there is a big window door,
and we don't like to be watched. The house across the street is abandoned, but you never know.
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Nathan sits on the floor at the coffee table, and I watch him. "This i s how you make a
bowl," he smiles at me. He rolls a pencil over a folded square of aluminum foil to flatten it out. It
curls at the edges when he picks up the pencil and sets it on one edge, rolling the thin metal
around it and letting it drop out of one end when the metal is all coiled into one tube. He bends
one end. "This is where you put the pot. You want to try?"
"Yeah."
He gives me a square of aluminum, folds it in half and gives it to me. I pick up the pencil.
I like the way that the metal is shinier after rubbed thin. It' s like Christmas paper.
In the back room, we watch Coyote Ug�y and Save the Last Dance every day. They are
our favorite. Nathan teaches me to dance to Usher. We love to dance. We live for "You Got It
Bad" coming on the radio, but today we can't get a station in.
"Do you hear that?" Nathan stands up after he has been taking a break from holding the
radio antenna at odd angles in different parts of the room.
"What?"
"It sounded like there was a voice in the static on the radio."
"I didn't hear it. "
Dallas is running around the house in her diaper, laughing and dancing with us, rocking
back and forth, not how Nathan taught me to rotate my hips in an eight.
"There it is again," he looks off at the ceiling.
"I still don't hear it."
"My friend Christine is psychic, and she says that ghosts try to talk to people through the
radio sometimes," he tells me, "Maybe the house is haunted."
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I don't like that. I hide under the covers at night, suffocating myself in the heat of my
own breath to hide from the things that might get me while I sleep.
"We should have a seance."
"What' s that?"
"Where you try to talk to ghosts."
I 'm set the task of finding candles. We have lots of those for when the power is out. We
don't always pay the bill. We just run an extension cord from the neighbor's house sometimes.
She doesn't know that. Mom says that she 's a bitch.
Nathan puts the candles in a circle and lights them, and he and I sit in the middle while
Dallas plays in the bedroom with the toys we have left. It' s big in there because we don't have
beds anymore, j ust mattresses stacked against the walls with the bed frames. Most of the
mattresses have yellow stains because Nathan pees the bed; even though, he's fourteen.
In the candle circle, Nathan asks the spirits to talk to us, but no one does. We listen to the
radio static for an answer, but it's just static.
VIL
The Northside park is a block from our house, and Nathan takes Dallas and I there
sometimes so that we aren't always sitting in the house all day. We have to watch for cops
because we're supposed to be in school. Nathan can't do the monkey bars because he's too tall,
but he pulls up his legs behind him and swings across so that he would land on his knees if he
fell.
I'm scared of the monkey bars. They're too high up for me, but Nathan makes me do
them and puts his hands on either side of my hips so that he can catch me if I fall. Dallas can do

them all by herself because she's the Tasmanian Devil. That's what Dad calls her. He calls me
Piglet like Winnie the Pooh's best friend. We don't always wear shoes at the park, like today. It' s
funny to walk down the street barefooted. I like that I can walk in the rocks without shoes.
People talk about it and tell me that they couldn't do that.
"Who the fuck is that?" Nathan looks offended. He likes to use cuss words. I can too, but
I don't because Mom might come home and hear me.
There is a man with a big black beard in a long brown coat walking toward us, not on the
sidewalk, through the grass, coming toward the jungle gym.
"Come on," Nathan says, "Dally, come here." He holds out his arms and picks her up,
and we are walking down the gravel on the road fast.
I usually have time to watch what rocks I step on, but Nathan is walking too fast, and
when we look back, the man in the long coat is walking behind us, not fast like we are, but
looking at us.
My feet hurt, but I keep up with Nathan. At the back door, we put the bar into its holders
on either side of the frame and Nathan closes all of the windows and makes sure the front door is
locked; even though, it is all glass and the big man could walk through it.
We sit in the back room where there is only one window covered in a black trash bag,
and after a while, Nathan jumps because the tall man is looking in at us through the kitchen
window.
I scream, and Nathan covers my mouth. He picks up Dallas and takes us to the bathroom
where we have a secret blue door behind the washing machine that goes into a tiny room behind
the furnace. It' s hot inside. Dad says we're not supposed to come in here. The walls are all made
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of shiny, silver plastic with black diamond patterns, and the floor is the same. There's a long
string that turns on a bare lightbulb, but we don't pull it. We sit down on the hump coming out of
the back wall. Dad says there's a heating duct under it that goes to the whole house.
"Be quiet," Nathan tells us, "Especially if someone comes in the house."
My body gets sticky fast in the hot little room, but I keep one shoulder against Dallas'
shorter one so I know she's there.
After a long time, we go out, and Nathan looks out all the windows. We watch Coyote
Ug�y again.
VIII.
Mom laughed when we told her about the man in the long coat. She says that Dad
probably asked Junior to come check on us. Nathan asked why he didn't talk to us. She doesn't
know.
I don't like it, but today we are in the front room with the glass door and the big window.
Aunt Laura and Mom are home, but not Dad. They smoke pot in the daylight. Nathan is still
asleep on one of the mattresses in one of the bedrooms. The back bedroom isn't Mom ' s and
Dad's anymore because they don't come home to sleep there.
When Mom smokes pot, she sounds like she might lose a lung, but she keeps doing it;
even though, I think that she's trying to get out a hairball every time she takes a hit, that's what
they call it, taking a hit. I think of letting someone smack me in the face and just letting it
happen. I've seen that a few times, but I don't think that I would like it.
"Oh fuck," Mom says when she sees a muscled bald man walking to the glass door. She
and Aunt Laura hide the pot in the kitchen. He knocks, and Mom lets him in.
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It's Nathan's parole officer. They gave him one because he didn't go to school so much.
The man sighs when he walks in and looks at me with a tight smile. "He in there?" He
points to the back of the house.
"Yeah, we couldn't get him up this morning," Mom lies.
I walk with him to the back bedrooms. Nathan is asleep on a mattress with no sheets on
it. He has a blanket curled around him.
The parole officer grabs Nathan's wrist and easily lifts him half into a sitting position, but
Nathan pulls away, groans, and grabs at the blanket to curl into it again.
"You're going to school," the parole officer says, getting Nathan under the armpits and
hauling him to his feet. He takes my cousin to the car in front of our house and drives away with
him.
Mom and Aunt Laura are sure that the man must not have smelled the pot. They talk
about it until Dallas throws a clog at Aunt Laura and laughs.
Aunt Laura picks up the clog, brown brick of a shoe, and holds it over her head, pointing
it at my little sister. It's tan, supposed to look like pale wood with dark lines running down it in
some places. The top had soft straps, one just for Mom's big toe.
"You wanna box, you little fucker?" Aunt Laura bites at the inside of her mouth the way
she bites at the tops of her fingers, and I wonder if the insides of her mouth are as chewed up as
the skin around her nails that are shorter than they're supposed to be. Sometimes, I think she's
going to bite her fingers off and look like Hank, Dad's friend that blew off his fingers with a
firework he thought was a smoke bomb.
Dallas giggles and says, "Ding. Ding. Ding! "
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I watch Aunt Laura's arm, held over her head, loose skin over just bones inside. I think
she might throw the clog back at my sister, but she puts it down and laughs, tells her, "You're a
little asshole."

1ng

ome

I.
I have watched things come and go from my home like clockwork. It's how I tell time in
the eight years I have lived. First the house came. Dad poured the concrete with his brothers and
built the rooms on top of it. I saw it come together piece by piece. I saw the rainbow foam laid
down before the carpet was put on top of it. I pushed drywall tacks into the walls myself. I saw
the kitchen counter constructed from top to bottom and watched as the paint was rolled onto
every inch of the interior walls. I hate the paint. It was put on with special brushes that made the
white liquid stick out in spikes that dried onto the wall, making it prickly. We have walls that
bite.
After the house, came the things, green wrap-around couch, huge television, bunk beds
for me and Dallas, and as jobs got better and better for Mom and Dad, we got a motorcycle and a
pool table, and Dad built a bar and a two-story playhouse in the back yard. That was before
meth.
After meth, things started to disappear. The bar was taken apart and the playhouse. The
swing set went missing from the back yard. The pool table went missing. The motorcycle was
gone. The beds disappeared. The curtains were replaced with trash bags. And the front living
room was abandoned for the back one. Sometimes, the electricity was even gone.
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It was odd to have something new in the house, and I stood in front of it in the middle of
the night, baby blue shutter door keeping me out of the front living room with a metal hook
that's tucked into a loop on the other side, the other side where my dad is screaming bloody
murder at my mother, and she is sobbing, yelling back.
I bang on the flimsy wood because I haven't seen them in a while.
"Go to bed, Jamie Lynn," Dad yells from the other side.
I walk away and try to lay down, but I can't sleep through the screaming; even though, I
have blankets pulled over my head and tucked in around it. He should know how thin our walls
are. He built them.
II.
When I'm not at home, I walk down the gravel road to play. My Uncles live across the
street from one another three houses down from us. On one side, my Uncle Ernie and his two
sons, Josh and David, live in a house that looks Frankensteined together. They have bugs in the
house, lots of dogs, and it smells like rotten food inside, looks like everything has a hole or tear
or stain, even the floor. I don't like to go there. David talks funny, and once, Uncle Ernie,
potbelly-pig-man, all sweat and half-shaved with a mustache, held me still and told David to
tickle me, and David ran his fingers between my legs. Uncle Ernie let me go because I screamed.
"He touched me on my puttie!" I yelled.
"Oh, he didn't mean to," Uncle Ernie rolled his eyes at me.
"You're stupid! " I screamed at him.
He came toward me with clenched fists, mean-look, slobber with the crooked way he
held his mouth together. "You don't ever call me stupid! I'll beat your ass, Little Girl." He had
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never yelled at me before. I ran home, and Mom explained to me that he was a retard, only for
real, not like the way that she just said people were retarded sometimes, so I don't like to go to
his house because it's smelly, and I'm not allowed to go to the bathroom there because Mom said
it' s gross, and because I'm scared because he always does something that I don't think he's
about to do before he does.
I go to the other side of the street where Dad's uncle lives, My Uncle Ronnie and Aunt
Jane and Cousin Laura and her husband Dale, who's Dad's friend, and Laura and Dale's kids,
my other cousins, Alyssa, Kayla, and Dylan.
The kids have a big room in the attic where we can color on the walls, and I like it there
because Aunt Jane is always nice to me, and I always know what she is going to do before she
does it. She says hello and asks me how I am and if I want a drink, always.
The kids and I play outside in the rocked driveway. They have a Barbie Jeep that we can
drive around the house in circles. I have to go home when it's time for them to eat supper. Aunt
Jane looks to the clock in the garage that has counterclockwise hands and backwards written
numbers.
At my house, Nathan finds a piece of paper tacked to the wall that says, Hey Shawn, how
was the sex? Good for me. -Dale
"What does that mean?" I ask.
"Your dad thinks that your mom and Dale had sex,"
"Did they?"
He nods.
III.
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Mom is staring at the funny car in front of her in our driveway like it might say
something. It's bright red and dull yellow in different sections, the doors one color, the rest
another, but the paint doesn't look like normal cars, not shiny and smooth.
"Why does it look like that?" I ask Mom.
"Because your dad spray painted it."
"Why would he do that?"
"Because he got into a police chase in it, and he thought that this would make it harder
for them to find."
"Is he arrested?" I haven't seen Dad in a long time. When he comes, it' s usually at night.
"No, but they have a warrant out for his arrest."
"Where is he?"
"Fuck ifl know, Jamie Lynn."
She walks away from me, into the back yard. I look into the window of the car. It is ours.
In the backseat, there's a hump in the middle that has Dallas and I's travel sized game of Clue
hidden underneath it. He didn't change what was on the inside, only the way it looked on the
outside.
IV.
Mom ushers me out the door with Grandma, who set Dallas in her car seat in the back of
her little red Sunfire. I love to stay the night with Grandma and Grandpa. They live on the lake
with a dock in the front yard and a bar in the kitchen where Grandpa gets us rocky road ice
cream before bed. Grandma falls asleep off and on in her chair next to the bed in the guest room
where we watch tv with her. It's always the same, but I don't want to go.
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Mom told me earlier that she couldn't wait to have a night without kids. I know what she
does when we're around. I wonder what she would do if we were gone.
I tell Grandma that I don't want to go.
"Well, you don't have to go if you don't want to," she says.
"No," Mom tells her, "She's going."
When I get into car, I stare out the window and wonder what Mom will do. I wonder if
she will have sex with Dale again or kill someone or go away forever, and I start to cry.
"What's wrong, Jamie Lynn?" Grandma asks me.
"I want my Mom."
"Well, you'll see her tomorrow when I take you home."
I sob and sob until I recognize the roads that are nearest Grandma's house, and she stops.
"I'm not going to make you stay with me if you don't want to stay with me," Grandma
says, and she starts driving the other way.
By the time that we pull into my driveway, I'm calm again.
Mom is awake, she is always awake, and Aunt Laura is there and others. I go to my
room, and Mom talks to Grandma in the living room, maybe arguing but not loud.
When Grandma and Dallas have left again, Mom comes into my room.
"Why would you make your grandma drive you all of the way back here, you little
asshole? I just wanted one night to myself. You could have just stayed the night!"
I tuck my blankets around me in the bed and ignore her until she leaves, slamming the
door behind her.
v.
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My parents haven't both been home in a long time. I like having Dad in the house and
playing in the other room, knowing that he's there. I color on the floor, but banging on the back
door pulls me up to my feet.
"Charleston Police Department. Open up."
I run to the other room. "Dad, the cops are here."
He jumps to his feet too. Mom is beside me in an instant.
"Just a second! I'm getting dressed! " She yells.
Dad kisses Mom, and he kisses me.
"I love you, Baby. I love you Sissy," he says, and checks out the front window to see if
anyone is in the front yard before running out the front door, and I watch him go.
Mom is opening the back door in the other room. A man in a dark blue uniform storms in
and says, "Where did he go?"
I'm scared of him. We don't like cops. They want to take my dad away from me. "I don't
know," Mom tells him.
"He ran out the front door, I tell the cop."
He takes me to the door. "Which way did he go?"
I point in the wrong direction, the opposite direction of the way Dad left.
"What was he wearing."
He was wearing jeans and a black t-shirt, but I say, "A red sweatshirt and sweat pants."
The cop repeats what I said into the talky on his shoulder and leaves. Mom tells me that I
did a good job lying to the police.
VI.
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Nathan and I stand outside of the bathroom door, which is locked. Morn has been in there
by herself for a long time. We bang on the door and I yell, "MOM!" and Nathan yells,
"SHAWN!" We don't hear anything on the other side.
"You better go get Uncle Ernie," he tells me. This isn't the first time that this has
happened.
I run down the road and go inside the gate outside of Uncle Ernie's house. His door is
open, and I walk into the landfill.
"Morn locked herself in the bathroom again," I tell him, "she's been in there a long time."
"Alright," he sighs and follows me out of the house. We walk down the road together,
and when we get back to the bathroom door, he bangs on it.
"Shawn Lynn!" he shakes his head, grabs the handle, and forces his shoulder against the
door until it swings open like a reverse mouse trap.
We all go in together. Morn is sitting on the toilet, head bent forward, snoring slightly,
her pants are pulled down to her knees, ponytail ofred curls laying on one side of her face.
"Shawn Lynn," Uncle Ernie says. He pulls her by her arms, and she jumps slightly.
"Ah, what are

you doing?" her words come out quick as the mouse trap.

"You fell asleep on the toilet again. Goddamn it, Girl."
She pulls her pants up, looking around at me and Nathan and Uncle Ernie, who is holding
her slightly off the toilet. "That the first time you sat down in a couple days?"
She starts to laugh. "Yep," she nods at him with a toothy grin.
VIL
"Your dad got arrested," Nathan tells me.
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"What?"
"They found out he was living in my probation officer' s apartment with a tank of
anhydrous." He laughs.
Morn walks in as he is telling me. "Yeah, and he stole his damn gun," she shakes her
head at the ceiling.
"Why was he there?"
"He was hiding in Nathan's probation officer' s closet for days. He broke in."
VIII.
Getting Rid of Evidence
dallas and I are bundled in the back seat
decernber kaleidoscope views
I don't know where we're going
morn rocks in the front seat as she drives
she doesn't know immobile
she has crocodiles in her eyes
I see them in the rearview
her black rimmed teeth are gilded in rneth
patinaed in poison
we stop at a house in the country
morn gets out in the snow
someone gets out of the car in front of ours
I can't see through the windshield
the trunk opens behind me
I hear it pop like a flipped light-switch
the weight of something lifts off our car
it goes into the other trunk
the trunk in front of us
I see morn talk to the someone
between the cars and snowflakes
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mom gets back in
we go one way
they go another
IX.
Grandma brings in boxes and more boxes. Dallas and I pack our things into them, and
they all say "EGGS" on the outside. A woman from the bank talks with mom in the kitchen.
Mom is thanking her for letting her keep the water on to do laundry.
"Do you girls really need all of these toys?" Grandma asks.
We keep packing and packing. There are newspapers for mom to roll up her knickknacks
in, tiny wolves and tigers that sat in the comer shelves that are empty now. Grandpa's truck is
outside, and he brings in empty boxes, takes out full ones. They are going to put our things in
Grandpa's shed until we have a place to put them again. He takes the boxes away, and we go to
visit Dad.
We walk places now because we don't have a car anymore. A lot of people who go to
visit prisoners walk there.
Outside of the jail, Mom and Dallas and I stand in line, waiting for it to be time for them
to open the doors for us. We do this every week now. When they open the doors, the line starts to
go into the building a few at a time. We sit in a lobby after we tell Officer Jimmy Rankin who we
are here to visit. We like him. He's always nice to us. The chairs are metal and the walls are
whiteish blue like the floors and ceiling that are both concrete and hospital clean. A man calls
last names from behind a desk to tell us who will get to go in next. When he says Golladay, and
the people from before come out of the visiting room, we go in and look for the booth that Dad
sits at in his black and white striped jail suit. We talk to him through the phone.
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He says, "Hi Sissy," from behind the glass, and tells me that he misses me. Most of the
time he talks to Mom while Dallas and I sit on the metal bench beside her and watch him talk
without being able to hear him. I like him here. I know where he is and see him once a week, but
we only get to talk for a little while. Then the next people get to come in and see their prisoners
when we leave the room, and we leave the jail until next week.

e R

I.
I have been in an RV before. My parents had parked one in our driveway that didn't want
to go anywhere, but this one is bigger. There's a bed above the driver's seat and my head touches
the ceiling when I sit up in it. Nathan showed me that you can take off the table top and lay it
down on the wrap around benches, put their back cushions on top of it and sleep there.
I like the bathroom, even though, there' s no water in it. Mom calls it the shit-shower-and
shave. The whole room is a shower with a sink and toilet in it. The back room is just a bed, and
Dallas and I can sit on it and watch out the window as we go down the road.
This is Frank's RV. I met him before, but I didn't know that he was Nathan' s dad. They
have the same eyes that looked like they will fall out of their heads though. It makes sense.
Dad has been in jail for a while. We stay with Grandma and Grandpa Golladay, or
Grandma Vickie and Grandpa Jim. Mostly, we stay in the RV.
Dad left us money when he went to jail, so we eat out a lot. Mom doesn't have time to
cook or a place to do it. She isn't used to us being around all the time. She and Frank are gone
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somewhere, and Nathan and Dallas and I are listening to 50 Cent and Korn on the radio that
takes batteries.
We hear a car pull up, and mom is coming through the bulky, metal screen door quickly.
She moves fast. Even her looks and breathes are fast, always.
"Frank got arrested," she tells us.
She goes to the back of the RV, and for a while, she won't talk to us. We knock on the
slab of wood that slides out to cover the bed, and she yells at us to leave her alone.
II.
Mom's face does a scary thing. It looks like it's melting off her face and like she is trying
to hold it up by clenching her teeth together. She picks at her chin with her fingernails and her
wide, shiny eyes only look at one thing for a few seconds or she looks at one thing for a really
long time.
She sits across from me on the big back bed in a ball with her back against the wall. Her
body is always either all scrunched together or spread all the way out, never in between.
"He fell asleep at the wheel going eighty miles an hour, and we started going all over the
road, and I was screaming at him to wake up because the cops were behind us. We crashed into a
ditch, and he woke up, threw his dope at me, and jumped out the car and started running."
"Are you okay?" I ask her.
"They stopped and asked me who that was, and I told them, and they didn't want
anything to do with me. They just took off after him, and I left."
I wasn't surprised. People went to j ail. The cops were always trying to get us, and
sometimes they did and took people away.
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III.
Grandpa Golladay doesn't want to help us take the RV to Grandma Vickie's house, but
he does. He drives it all the way there while we are in the other one, and we park them both. The
big one goes in the driveway, and the little one sits on the roadside.
Grandma doesn't say she isn't happy, but she holds her jaw up like mom does when she
is high. The looks are the same, but they mean different things.
We have to go inside to go to the bathroom and take showers. Grandpa always says, "He
ey Girl," when he sees me, and he gets out the big j ar of candy he keeps on the counter top.
Dallas likes to chase the ducks in the yard between the lake and the house.
The first night, we don't have stuff in the RV. I sleep with a towel over me. It's cold. I
can't get the towel to cover my whole body, but I scrunch up the best I can to get it over my head
and tucked under my feet. I don't sleep because we're pretty much outside in the country, and I
can't cover my head with a towel.
In the morning, Grandpa runs an extension cord out to the RV so we can hook up our
Super Nintendo to our tiny TV, and Nathan and I play it.
We get bored and go for a long, long walk. We find a turtle on the side of the road.
Nathan loves turtles. He collects them, knickknacks and stuffed animals and shirts. Mom does
the same thing with frogs. She has all kinds of frogs.
The turtle is the size of a big salad bowl that's a little bent, and Nathan says he needs to
get back to the water. He isn't a snapping turtle, the kind that you eat. He's a painted turtle. We
pick him up, earful to stay clear of his head, and carry him all the way back to the lake and set
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him half in the water, waiting for him to swim away. It takes a long time because he is hiding in
his shell from us. We have to back off so he feels safe.
We go on more walks, and we always pass the sign at the end of the driveway that says
"The Bishop's." That's Grandpa Jim and Grandma Vickie's last name, but not ours. It isn't even
Morn's if she didn't marry dad. Nathan told me that Grandpa J irn isn't my real Grandpa because
Morn's dad is the red haired man that visits from Arkansas sometimes when Uncle Shane comes.
Uncle Shane is Morn's brother.
I don't believe Nathan. Grandpa Jim buys me rocky road ice cream from the Schwan
Man, and we sit in his big chair and eat pretzels while football is on, and when the commercials
come on, we say how stupid they are. He brings me treasures, and he shows me all the stuff on
his bar, and takes me to his garage to find toys for the water, and he says, "He-ey Girl," when he
sees me. He tells me about sleeping in holes in the ground in Germany, and I draw him pictures,
and we put com in the trees and watch the squirrels eat it. Grandpa Jim is my Grandpa.
IV.
Wanted
cops want people
want my morn and dad
want my aunts and uncles
they say they want people
want them like I want a CD
to put it on a shelf
take it out sometimes
listen to it
they put my dad on a shelf
wall of bars shelf
they take him out sometimes
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listen to him
on a stand
frank goes on a shelf
aunt laura goes on a shelf
all of them
are in someone else's house
belong to someone else now
if I took them back
it would be stealing
I would be wanted
r.i e i e s s

I.
We stay in Grandma's back yard most of the time, but we are going into town for the
weekend. Morn convinced Grandma to drop us off in Charleston for a few days. I have never
been to this part of town; even though, it's still the Northside, but we walk up to a blue house
shaded over by big trees. The yard looks like night under the trees with a tire swing hanging
from one branch.
Inside, the floors are all wood. Nothing is soft in this house, not even the couch, stiff
black leather. Our cousin Brett lives here, and his drum set is sitting in the living room. A long
stuffed blue monkey hangs from the front of the kick drum. I have never met Brett, but Morn
has. He has stringy brown hair and stiff whiskers on his face. His sons, Isaac and Logan run
around like animals in a way that Dallas and I don't. Logan is a year younger than me, and Isaac
is a year older than Dallas.
Brett lives here, but it isn't his house. It 's Jeff Craig's house. I don't know Jeff either, but
Morn does. He's skinny like everyone else, and his bones are right next to his skin, especially his
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elbows that point out when he bends his arms. There' s a room for his daughter in the back of the
house for when she stays with him. We aren't allowed to go in there or play with her toys. We
have to sit in the TV room or play outside and leave Mom and Jeff alone when they go in his
bedroom. We can use the Saga in the TV room though.
I know that Jeff doesn't like me and Dallas. He doesn't talk to us except to tell us not to
touch his things. I don't like his house anyway. It' s new, so it makes me uncomfortable.
At night, Dallas and I sleep in Jeff s daughter's bed. I still don't know her name. There's
a door to the bathroom that has a door to Jeff s room.
I can't sleep because it's a new place, and Dallas hogs the covers, so I can't pull them
over my head. I get up to go to the bathroom because the light is on in there.
After I pee, I hear Mom making noise in the next room like she might be crying, so I look
through the cracked open door to Jeff s room, and she is naked, moving up and down on Jeff in
his big bed. I can't tell that her hair is red in the dark.
Backing away from the door, I sit on the white tiled floor of the bathroom so that I don't
have to go back to the dark. I sit on the floor a long time until I know that I can't stay awake
anymore and go to lay down again.
II.
Rosemary lives four houses down from Jeff s house. Her house is like a small, powder
blue castle. "Victorian," Mom calls it. I like that it has towers. "You'll like her, Jamie Lynn.
She's a crazy old hippy lady," Mom tells me before we go in without knocking.
A tiny old lady with hair that used to be blond walks up to us in the first room. "Hey
Shawn," she says to my Mom. "What's your name?" She shakes my hand.
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"Jamie Lynn." Dallas says her name too, in her little kid voice.
"You want a tour?" Dallas and I nod at her.
Rosemary has animals in every room, and we 're allowed to touch anything that we want.
There's a turtle tank with more than ten painted turtles and one box turtle in the living room that
has a big ledge where they can climb out and sit in the sun by the window. One room has a cage
that goes up to the ceiling with an iguana in it. Rosemary takes her out and lets me and Dallas
stroke the top of her green head. It's hard and prickly.
There's a white bunny that hops around the house and poops wherever it wants and two
dogs. The little dog, Lucky, is blind, but Rosemary says, "I can't put him down."
Mom and Rosemary go to the kitchen to hang out, and Rosemary tells us, "There's a
swing set in the back yard, but you can play wherever you want."
Dallas and I go to every room in the upstairs and look out the windows. It's high up and
we can see far. We've never been in a two story house before. We can see the swing set from the
windows in the back of the house. It's more like a jungle gym. It's wooden with slides and a
treehouse and a rope bridge and tire swings.
We go back downstairs to play on the swing set and Mom and Rosemary are sitting in the
kitchen, heads bent over a long, flat tacklebox. The sections of the tacklebox are filled with wire
and string and different kinds of beads.
"Whatcha doing?" Dallas asks them.
"Rosemary makes j ewelry. We're making bracelets," Mom tells her. We stay at
Rosemary's house all day. I find animal poop in the comers of rooms, and the hallways and
stairs smell like the rabbit peed on the carpet, or maybe it was Lucky. Dallas and I are bored and
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stare at the turtles for a long time. I want to go back to Grandma' s house where I know everyone
and every inch of the house and everything is clean and people use tables for eating not folding
foil and smoking meth.
III.
Grandma drops us off at a trailer park across from the fairgrounds. The fair is my favorite
time of year, but the fairgrounds are empty now. We go into a trailer that Mom says is Brett's. "I
though Brett lived with Jeff," I tell Mom.
"He lives here now."
I like Brett's trailer. It's more like my home. There're drawings on the walls like the
fuzzy posters Mom used to hang up at our house. Logan and Isaac have a bedroom without a bed
in it, and Dallas and I play with them in there. I like them more now. We play secret agents with
old cellphones that our parents have handed over to us that don't work anymore. We go on secret
missions and talk to the agency on our phones and have secret code names.
While Mom and Brett pick the seeds out of weed at the kitchen table, we watch Austin
Powers movies in the living room. There' s no wall between the kitchen and living room, we just
call the different sections of the big open space different things. Logan loves Dr. Evil. At night,
Isaac and Dallas are sleeping, and Logan says that I have to watch It. I don't like it, but I say that
it's awesome because Logan thinks that it's awesome. I don't sleep at night because I worry
about the clown coming to kill me.
IV.
We have been in the trailer park for longer than the weekend. I know everyone now. My
cousin Michelle and her husband, John, live right across from Brett. Their trailer is always dark
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inside. They have daughters. Kaitlyn is the oldest but much younger than me. I remember when
she was born we were still living in the house, and Michelle brought Kaitlyn over in a bunch of
blankets. They let me hold her, but she's too big to be held now. There's Ashlyn now, who 's
even littler than Kaitlyn. Dallas and Kaitlyn like to play together while me and Logan go on
secret agent missions like Austin Powers.
The people in the trailer beside Brett' s have two daughters. Tabby is the oldest one, and
she plays with me and Logan.
Logan and I see a grey cat running around the trailer park in the morning, and it comes to
us when we say, "Here kitty, kitty, kitty."
"We should keep it," Logan says.
"What should we name it?"
"Mr. Bigglesworth."
"Like Dr. Evil' s cat?"
"Yeah."
The cat likes us. It follows us around after we have petted it a while.
Later, Tabby comes out to play, and we show her Mr. Bigglesworth. She has cats in her
house. She says that she is going to take it in to her house to feed it because Morn won't let us
feed him.
In the morning, we ask for our cat back, but she won't give him back. Her family is
keeping him.
V.
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Michelle is a tiny lady like my mom. They are both skeletons, only Michelle yells a lot
more than Mom, who helps her carry a huge slab of wood out of her trailer. I watch from the
other side of the gravel parking lot in the middle of the trailer park.
Michelle snaps her head to the side and screams something at her door, and John screams
something back from inside. She goes back in, leaving my mom in her little yard beside her
porch, so I walk over to her.
She's standing in front of a pile of what was once Michelle and John's kitchen table. The
heavy, solid piece of wood that used to be the table top was split in a ragged way down the
middle with splinters shooting out of the tear.
"What happened?"
"Michelle broke the table," Mom laughs.
"How?"
"She punched it."
"Why?"
"She and John were fighting."
Michelle comes out of her trailer again, mad all over her face. She's shorter than Mom
and somehow skinnier. I wish I could have seen her punch the table so I could believe it.
VI.
At night in Logan and Isaac's bedroom, Mom and Brett are listening to Linkin Park in the
living room. I like Linkin Park. We kids play secret agent. Logan goes in the empty closet, his
office.
"Do you want to have sex?" He asks me.
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I know what that is now. Mom told me to tell her if anyone ever touched me because
someone touched her when she was little, and she didn't like it.
"No."
"Oh come on."
"No." I back away from him.
He turns to my sister. "Dallas, do you want to have sex with me?"
"Yeah," she says. She doesn't know what that is.
He tries to take her in the closet with him, but I pull her away and tell him that I'm going
to tell my mom, so he gives up and we play secret agents again.
VII.
Trap
When there are more flies
than space on the sticky traps
hanging in spirals
from the room's comers,
urinary yellow
like white cloth
stained cigarette brown,
they congregate on the ceiling,
black spots over white,
Cruella de Vil' s coat,
hanging overhead.
Mom on meth
in the back room,
MaybeNo money to waste
on toys and television.
Dallas and I,
on couch and coffee table stilts,
whack at the swarm
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with a fly swatter
and a rolled up Rolling Stone.
The bugs that drop stiff
on the floor,
get sucked up
one day
in the vacuum tube,
those that stick
to the ceiling
stay there.

VIII.
There' s a man in the trailer park that Mom likes named Jay. He always has flies inside
and Mom goes to his bedroom with him while me and Dallas play in his living room or outside.
Sometimes, we don't know where to find Mom because she could be in Brett's trailer or Jay's or
Michelle and John's or somewhere else.
We aren't looking for her now, but she walks up into the trailer park on the gravel with a
table in her hands.
"Come here, Girls." She goes up to Jay' s trailer.
We go inside, and she lays down newspapers on Jay's living room floor, and gives us
paper plates and little bottles of paint and paint brushes.
"I found this. Someone was going to throw it away, so I just picked it up and took it. Will
you girls paint it for Mom?"
"Yeah," I tell her. I haven't painted in a long time.
She goes to Jay's bedroom and leaves us to smear color all over the little side table until
it' s muddy brown and green and has a fingered on sun on the top. We have to let it dry all night.
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I don't know where Mom is going to keep it. Brett's trailer? Michelle and John's trailer? Jay's
trailer? Send it to Grandma' s shed like all of the stuff from our house?
IX.
Mom fills water bottles and puts them in the bag. "You girls get your tennis shoes on?" I
check Dallas' feet to make sure her straps are done right.
"Let' s go. Your Grandma' s so fucking selfish. She's going into fucking town, but she
can't take us with her. Fucking bullshit. We'll fucking walk."
We follow Mom and start hiking down the country road. Nothing but com and bean
fields line our way. Mom gives us both a water bottle. "Don't drink it all too fast."
We pass the last tum to get to Grandma's house. Grandpa told me that it's three places at
once, the comers of three counties. It's bright, and those squiggle lines in the road are up ahead,
so we drink our water.
"Don't bitch to me when you're out and there's nothing I can do about it."
Grandma told me it took forty-five minutes to get to her house from Charleston, but this
is longer, much longer.
"How long will it take us to get there, Mom?"
"I don't know."
Me and Dallas get slow after a while. Mom gets madder and madder.
When we finally see a house, we see a lady outside. Mom goes up to her, tells us to stay
by the road. I hear her ask the lady if she'll take us to Charleston. I don't hear what the lady says,
but Mom calls us over. The lady goes in the house.
"Is she going to take us?"
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"No."
She comes back out and gives me and Dallas both a can of pop and tells us to get in the
truck, a red one on the side of her little house. We get in and Mom holds Dallas because there's
not a car seat. She drives us back to Grandma' s.
X.
There's an older girl that lives at the end of the trailer park with her Mom, and my Mom
takes me and Dallas over to their place at dark.
"You're going to stay the night here." Mom tells me.
She leaves me and Dallas, and the girl's mom makes us Hamburger Helper, and we play
in the girl's room. She has half-sized coloring books with little games in them, and she lets me
draw in them and play the games.
It' s fun for a while, but then I want to see my Mom. I don't know where she is. The girl
goes to tell her mom that I'm crying, and my Mom comes to the girl's window.
"What' s wrong, Sissy?"
I can't see her because it's dark and because trailers sit high off the ground, and she is
under the window.
"What are you doing?"
"I'm not doing anything," she says. "Where's Dallas?"
"Sleeping."
"Why don't you try to go to sleep?"
"Why can't I stay with you?"
"You're staying here tonight."
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"Where are you going to stay?"
"Probably on the street. I don't have anywhere to stay tonight."
XL
When Jay loses his trailer, we go to stay in a motel. I like it there. The building is a U that
closes up to make a square in the middle, and there are stairs up to the second floors to run on.
The rooms have thin wood closets sticking out of the walls and two beds on ratty blue
carpet. Everything about the room is old, and I'm not allowed to play with the jars on the other
side of Mom and Jay' s bed that have little crystals growing in them. It's meth. Dad told me how
to make it once.
"Go out and play." Mom barks at me and Dallas.
It's dark out, and there's aluminum foil light coming out of the parking lot, pole lamps.
Me and Dallas run across the parking lot to sit at the bottom of the metal stairs and watch
the cars and their bright light drift lazy down Lincoln. It feels like a movie to me, outside in the
dark and the dim lights, and I pull out my fake cigarettes, the ones that I cut out of paper and put
in a castoff box Mom doesn't know about.
I give one to Dallas, and we use our lightsaber spoon from the cereal box with the spoon
top pulled off to "light" our cigarettes. With a click of the button, the top of the saber beams a
little blue brightness at the ends of our paper where they hang from our lips.
We hold the cigarettes between our two fingers like pros and move them to and from our
mouths, breathing like Mom does when she blows smoke between her lips.
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I.
Mom got tax money and we visited an old lady in her trailer a few months ago. Now, we
live in her trailer. Mom bought it from her. Dallas and I like living here. There's a big red porch
that Mom calls, "enclosed."

It

has walls of lattice and screen to keep the bugs out. There are little

flowers that run up the sides of the lattice, but they only bloom in the morning when the sun is
coming up. I get up early before school so I can sit outside with a glass of sweet tea and watch
them open.
I'm going to the third grade again. Mom told me that it wasn't my fault. It was her fault
for not sending me to school last year.
The trailer park that we live in now isn't the one that we stayed at with Brett and
Michelle and Jay and the lady who let me stay the night when I didn't even know her. This one
has a sign at the front where the bus picks us up in the morning that says "DEAD END." Mom
says that's because you have to tum around at the circle in the back and go out the way you
came.
Across the road, Linda lives in another trailer. She's an old lady that says hi and
sometimes gives me and Dallas little things like little Debbie cakes. She gardens flowers in her
front yard.
At school, I don't know anyone in my class. A boy named Chris sits across from me and
he blows his nose a lot and tries to shove his open tissues at my face. He says I must be dumb
because I got held back.
IL
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I play on the jungle gym by myself at recess and Mr. Francis comes over to me. He was
my teacher last year. "Hey, Jamie."
"Hi."
"How are you doing?" He crosses his arms and leans them against the jungle gym.
"Fine."
"How do you like your new teacher?"
"She's okay." I go up the stairs before he can ask another question. He can't reach me at
the top of the jungle gym. He watches me go with a sad look. I liked his class. We dressed up in
masks and sat in a circle in the dark and he read us stories. He probably thinks I was a bad
student and that's why I 'm back in third grade. I don't want him to ask me how I am.
III.
Mom has a big bottle of vodka and a big jug of orange juice. She tells me, "I'm getting
drunk."
She drinks for a long time, and plays with me and Dallas. Dallas and I play a wrestling
game where one of us has to get the other out of the living room. I always win because I'm five
years bigger. Dallas is only four. She gets mad that she can't beat me and keeps coming back to
try pushing me out of the room even when I tell her that we're done playing.
Mom gets sad after a while, and I can't understand some of her words anymore. She
gives me her bottle of vodka, half gone and tells me to hide it from her. While she's sitting on the
couch, I go and put it under her bed in the small bedroom. It would be too easy to find under the
cots that Dallas and I sleep on in the back bedroom.
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She decides that we 're going to ride our bikes to Cindy's trailer in another trailer park.
Cindy is Mom's best friend.
"Mom, you can't ride your bike, you can't even walk." I tell her.
"Don't tell me what I can and can't do."
She goes outside and puts her bike on the road, throws her leg over it slow and wobbly.
With her feet on the peddles, she swerves back and forth for a few feet until she gets to the speed
bump in the road and crashes to the ground.
I run over, and black gunk pours out of her nose. There are rocks in her skin. She starts
crying, but doesn't seem to notice her nose. I try to grab her hand and pull her up, but she is too
heavy.
Linda comes out of her trailer and crosses the street to us. She looks like she's scared.
She tells me to go inside, but I just step back.
"Linda, My husband' s in prison. He fucked around on me."
"Okay, Shawn. You need to go inside. Do you want me to call an ambulance?"
"No, I want to go to my friend's house."
"Shawn, you need to go inside. You can't go anywhere."
I walk away. Linda brings her inside, and I am on the phone with Nathan, telling him that
my mom is hurt.
"Jamie, go get me a wet washcloth," Linda barks. I run to the closet and get a rag. Linda
washes blood off of Mom's chin first and then her upper lip. She leaves when Nathan shows up.
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He looks at my Mom, shocked. "Smitty, you have rocks in your face." He laughs. He
helps me put her in bed, and she falls asleep easily. When it's dark, I go and take the vodka from
under her bed and hide it behind the dryer in the closet.
Dallas and I go to lay down after Nathan leaves, and I hear Mom get up when everything
else is quiet except Dallas breathing in her cot.
Mom's heavy steps take her to the bathroom, and she screams. I run to the bathroom.
"What' s the matter, Mom?"
"What happened to my face?"
"You don't remember?"
IV.
I don't want to go to school, so I play sick instead. Mom tucks me under a sheet and
leaves me on the couch. Chad comes over. I don't like him, so I close my eyes and breath heavy
and relax. I feel the light go away when they both stand in front of me.
"She's faking," he says.
"No, my baby's sleeping," Mom hushes him.
I lay still. I'm winning the game.
It gets quiet, and I wonder if they went somewhere else until I hear a clap-clap-clap
beside me.
I peek out from the sheet. They're on the floor by the couch.
Mom springs up and down on top of him with her shorts off beside her. She faces the
other way, and her red hair sways on her back.
Chad sees me, his stringy sand hair falling back to the floor instead of by his cheeks.
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He smiles at me.
I close my eyes, and lay still like I'm sleeping
v.

I go back to school after my sick day, and my teacher wants to keep me back from recess
a minute. All of the other kids go out to play, and she calls me over to stand in front of her where
she sits in a chair at the front of the room.
"I know about what you did last year," she tells me. "You're in my class now. You're
going to come to school, and you're going to do your homework. You aren 't going to get away
with not doing your work this year. You aren't going to get anywhere being lazy."
VI.
Snipers
Huddled behind the couch
like cockroaches in the daytime,
but It' s stark night.
Mom's arm is poking out,
pointing at the curtains.
Do you see the infrared dots?
She won't let us
leave or stand.
I don't see anything,
red or otherwise.
Mom tells us that
police officers
are outside with guns,
some stool-pigeon snitch
led them home.
We're quiet,
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listening to crickets,
trying to hear cops,
trying not to be touched
by invisible red dots.
It takes hours,
but eventually,
I think I see one,
red and quick,
so I'm not crazy,
like Mom says.
When the sun comes up,
we're still alone,
no bullet holes,
just whole cockroaches
behind the couch,
surv1vmgwhat wasn't there.

VIL
My Uncle Jerry is out of prison. I have never met him before now, but he is my
grandma's brother. She doesn't like him. I can tell because her mouth presses into a line when
she talks to him.
He sits at my kitchen table with my Mom and starts to roll cigarettes with the little
machine that lives on our table top.
"Jamie Lynn will do that," Mom tells him, and he stops. "Jamie Lynn, roll Mom some
cigarettes."
I go and sit at the table with them and put tobacco out of the bag into the little machine,
press it flat and attach a cigarette tube to the plastic box. I slide it fast so that all of the tobacco
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goes into the paper. Mom takes it, puts it between her lips, and lights it. She puffs on it for a
minute while I make another one.
"You got her trained to do that?" Uncle Jerry laughs. His teeth are gross and his eyes are
big like Uncle Ernie's and his hair is white and curly on top of his head. His veins stick out of his
skin on his arms, and I think it would hurt ifhe hit me.
Mom laughs at him. "This is a little too tight," she tells me, "Make them looser."
"I tell you what, you're pretty," Uncle Jerry tells me. I look away from him.
After a pile of cigarettes is on the table, I get up and go to my room where Dallas is.
Mom talks to Uncle Jerry for a while until he leaves. We sit down for one of Mom 's sex talks
after that.
"If anyone ever touches you girls, you tell Mom. I don't care who it is, I will fucking kill
them. Somebody touched me when I was little, and I didn't like it."
VIII.
Over and Over and Over
If anyone ever touches you, you tell mom.
her step brothers touched her
my Uncle Jeny
my Uncle Charlie tried
Charlie made my cousin sherilynn give him blowjobs
for years
when she was a child
he did stuff to my aunt laura too
but it was years
of hearing bits and pieces
the here and there
of them talking
before I really knew
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it 's in our blood
but we just ignore it
we forgive them
they are just sick
the Lord will forgive them
we should have said something sooner
or screamed
not me.
mom never let it happen to me.
but, other girls
my cousins
my aunts
my women
my girls
should have screamed

IX.
In the dark, people come and pound on our door. I get up and go to the living room, but
Mom scoops me up and tells me to be quiet. We get Dallas and sit silently in the living room.
They move to the windows and the back door, pounding. We sit for what seems like hours until
one of them calls my Mom's name for the hundredth time, and she recognizes the voice.
She goes and answers the door, and it' s Bear, her friend, and other men who just came to
visit. She tells us to go back to bed while they're loud in the living room.
X.
We sit on the couch in the dark. "Don't you see the face in the curtain?" Mom asks us.
Dallas and I say no. I go and pull the curtain down until it' s flat, but the heat vent under it blows
it up into a bunch over the couch again. "There. It's back. It's a face. It's watching us." Mom
spends the night watching the face in the curtain. I start to see it after a while. I spend the night
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pulling the curtain down and watching i t wrinkle again, listening to m y Mom talk about it,
watching her watch it.
XI.
"Jamie Lynn," Mom whisper yells until I come into the living room where she watches
our yard through the snowy window. "Look."
"I don't see anything."
"Don't you see that man putting trash bags under our trailer?"
I look again. "I don't see anything."
"You're fucking crazy. What's he putting under there? I'm not getting in trouble for that
shit."
In the morning, she is still at the window. She calls the cops.
Two men in dark blue with radios on their shoulders look under our trailer.
"Ma'am there is nothing under your trailer," one tells her.
"Okay, I just didn't want to get in trouble for having something under there that I didn't
put there. Who knows what he was putting down there, ya know?"
"We understand," the other one tells her. I watch them walk back to their car chuckling,
and Mom and I go back inside.
"At least they've got it one record that I called, so I can't get in trouble if someone put
something down there," Mom tells me.
"Yep." I go and get ready for school.
XII.
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Aunt Laura is out of prison again. I didn't know when she went, but I knew when she got
out. She arrives when I'm rolling Mom's cigarettes.
"Smitty, I got you something."
She carries in a huge concrete frog that she can't lift more than a few inches off the
ground. She carries it with her arms hanging down in front of her like a monkey. It thuds when
she drops it on the floor.
"Where'd you get that?" Mom asks.
"I stole it out of somebody' s yard," she laughs, "I saw it and said 'Oh, Smitty needs
that. "'
Mom collects frogs. She has a long dresser in her room with frogs all over it. There's the
pink stuffed frog me and Nathan won her out of the claw machine at County Market when we
stayed with Bear in Effingham, little stuffed ones with long legs, some with clothes on, some that
are knickknacks. Her favorite one's sit on the edge up front, two flat ceramic ones with glossy
forest green skin, and when you tum them over, one has a vagina and boobs, and one has a penis.
They remind me of Mom's favorite shirt. She calls it "the devils fucking shirt." It has pairs of
naked little red people with short horns all over it, all tangled up in a different position.
"Let's put it over here." Mom points, and they each grab a side of the frog and dangle
drag it to one comer of the room. "I keep passing this house with lions outside. I want to paint
them gold and put them in here."
Aunt Laura shrugs, "Let's go get them."
I stop filling empty cigarette tubes with stringy tobacco when I have twenty, get barbeque
chips and watch our same VHS tapes. Dallas runs in when I play the Muppets singing the
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Kokomo song, and we sing it over and over, bouncing on the bouncing trailer floor until Mom
and Aunt Laura come back.
"Come on pretty mama." Mom shakes her hips and sings the line with us when she walks
back into the house.
"Jamie Lynn, come help us bring these in." Aunt Laura leans against the doorway like
she just ran a mile.
The lions are almost as tall as Dallas, solid concrete, and white. They sit on little
platforms with their mouths open like they might bite if you get too close. I try and fit my hand
into one mouth easily, laugh at the statue because it can't get me.
I shift one of them side to side to drag it into the living room. It sinks into the floor, it 's
so heavy.
"Did anyone see you?"
Aunt Laura grins at me. "If someone saw us, we wouldn't be here right now, would we?"
They sit down at the table with my cigarette pile and watch Dallas pet the lions. I sit down with
them.
"Go away, Jamie Lynn." Mom sighs.
"Why?"
Aunt Laura leans toward me, her face always like a looney toon. "Because we're gonna
do some drugs."

I.
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Grandma comes early in the morning. Mom and Dallas and I drop her o ff at work and
then take her car to Taylorville. Dad is in prison there. The building looks like a big school with
tall fences around it, and when we go in, it' s like a hospital. When they call our names, a lady in
a blue cop suit takes us into another room.
"Take off your shoes," she says.
She looks in my shoes and in my mouth.
"Tum around and put your hands on the wall." She runs her hands over my sides and lets
me put my shoes back on before we go out into a different hall than the one we came in through.
There's a big man with a gun in his belt who lets us into a cafeteria.
There are lots of people, and I see dad, and he's smiling. "Hey, Sissy. Hey Babe." His
voice sounds different than I remember. He hugs Mom and kisses her and hugs me and Dallas,
and we all sit down at a table with metal chairs.
IL
Christy is my favorite cousin.

In her maroon,

messy car, she takes me and sometimes

Dallas to spend the night with her on the weekends. I didn't know I had a cousin Christy because
she was in Germany with the army for three years. She says, "Me and Sherilyn used to take your
toys away when you were a baby, and you would cry just until we gave them back."
"Why did you take my toys away?"
"Because it was funny."
In County Market, where she works, she buys a case of beer and a box of popsicles.
We're getting drunk tonight, her on beer, me on sugar.
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When we get back to her white, clean apartment, she plays German rap songs on the
stereo. I like one that's about love. I know that because Christy tells me, "Ich liebe dich," and
they say that in the song.
"Do you want to play Polish poker?"
"What's that?"
"It's cards. You can only play if I give you permission because I'm Polish, and you
aren't."
"But, we're cousins."
"But, my dad is Polish, not my mom."
She shows me how to draw four cards and lay them face down in a square, and I 'm only
allowed to look at two at first. We bet with pennies from the pencil j ar with a rubber band and
car fuses in the bottom. We have to switch our cards each tum until we have four of the same
kind.
She picks on me while we play.
"Spaghetti," she says.
"Skabetti." I shrug.
"Spa-"
"Spa-"
"Get-"
"Get-"
"Ee"
"Ee"
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"Spaghetti."
"Skabetti."
She laughs at me, and when we go to sleep, she tucks me in on the couch, and I wait until
she goes to her room to pull the blankets over my head.
In the morning, after Christy makes me eggs, she smiles at me, but she's quiet when it' s
time to take me home.
III.
I know the signs on the side of the road that say we are close to the prison in Taylorville.
I see the building before I see the fence. It' s like a spiderweb on a hiking trail.
Our car pulls into the prison parking lot, but we don't get very far. There are red and blue
lights behind us before we find a parking space.
"Fuck," Mom says.
"What?"
"I have my weed on me."
I sit quiet in the back seat. Mom rolls down the window when two cops come up to the
car, and I watch them through the window. They have guns on their belts, but Mom laughs and
smiles when she tells them that we're just coming to visit my dad today.
I help Dallas unbuckle herself when they tell us to get out of the car for a random vehicle
search. They take a big dog out of their car and let him get in Grandma's front seat, and he starts
barking.
One of the cops says that it' s cold and tells me and Dallas to get in the back seat of his
car. It' s cold in there too, and there's a fence between us and him.
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I can't see Mom outside, but I can hear her, and when they put her in the back seat with
us, she has on handcuffs, and the cop puts a hand on top of her head to keep her from hitting it
when she sits down.
The men in the front seat are quiet while we wait for someone else to come pick me and
Dallas up.
"Isn't this a free country?" I yell at them. "Doesn't that mean you can do whatever you
want? ! "
They don't answer me, but Mom laughs. "You tell 'em, Sissy."
The other cop car pulls up next to us, a smaller one, and the man driving takes me and
Dallas out of the back seat and puts us in his car. He's nice when he drives us away. He tells us
he's sorry about this.
"What's going to happen to us?"
"Well, tonight if we don't get someone down here to pick you guys up, you're probably
going to have to spend the night in a group home or a foster home. We might have to put you in
different houses if we-"
"My grandma will pick us up."
The cop pulls into a building. It' s like a dark garage, but it seems underground with black
concrete floors and walls.
"Why don't you two come around over here before we go in." He opens his trunk, and
it's full of toys. stuffed animals and dolls mostly. "Both of you pick one, and we'll go in here."
Dallas picks something off the top. I take a dark blue teddy bear with white, sparkly stars
and planets all over its body. He's perfect. I 'm going to name him Cosmo like the fairy on Fairly
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Odd Parents, but I hold him haphazardly by one of his legs because I don't want the cop to know
I like him so much. He took my Mom.
We go into a basement room through a door off to the side of the garage, and the cops
from earlier are there and a lady cop too. The room is dark on the walls and the same glossy
black floor as the garage, but the lights make it feel like a hospital, maybe a bad one.
The lady cop walks up to me. "What's your name?"
"Jamie."
When she looks at Dallas and raises her eyebrows, I glare at her, remembering what the
said about us having to stay in different houses tonight.
"Her name is Dallas."
"Okay," she grins. "Your grandma is on her way to get you."
I relax a little bit. I like staying with Grandma and Grandpa. I even let the cop who drove
us here show Dallas where the bathroom is without me. I'm more interested in the metal slab
table in the middle of the room anyway.
"Does your Mom do a lot of drugs?" One of them opens a freezer bag stuffed full of
weed and closes it again before dropping it on a scale. I put my hands on the edge of the metal
table and watch the numbers on the scale go up.
"Lots." I nod. "She does all of them."
"Does she ever hurt you when she does them?"
"Not really." They look at each other and back at the scale.
"Jesus."
"That's more than a pound of pot."
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I shrug at them.
The cop who took Dallas to the bathroom comes back with her beside him. "They don't
need to see that." He tells the other ones, shaking his head at them.
"We're used to it." I sigh. He doesn't understand that a teddy bear doesn't change what I
know, so he just gets us snacks out of the vending machine and tells us my grandma will be here
soon. I knew that already.
I'm cold when we sit down with our chips, so I zip up Dallas' coat, careful not the get her
black hair caught at the top because I did that once, and she cried.
After a while, the nice cop comes back and takes us to the front of the building, the part
that isn't underground. We didn't get to see any jail cells. I wanted to see those, what my dad
lived in. Grandma and Grandpa are standing in the room he takes us too, by the door.
"Come on, Girls," Grandma says. She looks different. Like she isn't wearing makeup,
puffy eyes. Grandpa puts an hand on my shoulder and leads us out of the building down to
Grandma' s car, parked out front. She had to get it back from the cops. We ride in Grandma' s car
and Grandpa drives his truck back.
When we get to their house, Grandpa makes us dinner. Grandma doesn't cook. He puts
me and Dallas in his big chair with him and gives us pretzels and we say, "Stupid commercials,"
when they come on.
Grandma stays in her room until bedtime. She tells us, "Brandi's going to watch you two
while I 'm at work this week."
"Is Mom going to prison?"
"I don't know."
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IV.
It' s been snowing for a few weeks when Grandma takes us back to Mom's trailer. She
says that they let her out because it's Christmas, and she has kids. Michelle and John live with us
now because Mom has to have another adult in the house to have us back. I like having Kaitlyn
to play with us, but I don't like Michelle and John. I remember Michelle breaking their table
when they were fighting. Michelle yells a lot, and John scares me. I don't like him looking at me
or Dallas.
When I get thirsty, I go into the kitchen, and John is cutting up a chicken with a big knife.
"Go play." He glances at me, knife digging into the raw meet. "I'm cooking."
"This is my house."
I get the tea out of the fridge and pull out a cup. "Well, you're just going to have to get
over it." He laughs at me.
When I tum to leave, Michelle is blocking my way back into the living room. She takes a
step closer to me. "If we leave, you don't get to stay with your mom." She says, "So, you better
just do what you're fucking told."
v.

I put on my bathing suit, hot pink and acid green striped pizzazz under my clothes.
Sherilynn waits for us at the front of the house. Me, Dallas, and Kaitlyn run straight to her car
when we're all dressed. We're going on the boat.
Sherilyn is Aunt Betty's other daughter. I don't really believe that she's Michelle' s sister.
Michelle is drug-sick-skinny, pale, with thin blonde hair, face always too angry to be pretty.
Sherilynn always smells like she just put tanning lotion on her dark skin, like she's always in the
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sun. Her hair is long and pretty brown like mine. Her face is always happy, always telling me it
loves me with smiles that plump her cheeks, and I like the thickness around her legs, just enough
that I don't see her bones sticking out like on Mom and Michelle and all my aunts and all their
boyfriends.
Her husband, Darrell, is a police officer. I like him even though we don't like cops, but
Mom says he's different because he's family. He' s got muscles and some flab and dresses nice,
not in ripped loose jeans and ratty tee shirts with dirty sayings.
He lifts us into the boat one by one on the marina, and he helps Sherilynn climb in too.
Darrell backs the boat into the water with us in it, and Sherilyn makes us all sit on the floor
where we giggle until Darrell parks the truck and joins us.
The tip of the boat peeks out of the water when we go fast and settles back into the water
when we stop to swim.
I walk over to the steering wheel after I take off my top clothes. There are necklaces like
we get in parades hanging in a thick clump all over a shifter. Some are plain plastic balls, some
one color, some different colors, some beads have shapes like flamingoes and pineapples.
"Where'd you get these?" I love the necklaces, I want to take them home.
Darrell chuckles, looks behind me at Sherilynn. "Why don't you ask your cousin?"
"The other boats throw them to you on Mardi Gras." She laughs, a laugh I ' ll never forget.
Like she's letting it out on a shallow breath. There's something different about her voice that I
like. Rasp or something. It's pretty.
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I.
Hearing Dad's voice when he comes home is weird. It never sounds the way I remember.
It makes me wonder if he's real. He tells me things are going to be different and he loves me, but
Mom doesn't say anything when he tells me that.
He and Mom go to her bedroom for a long time, and when it' s dark, I hear yelling
outside. Me and Dallas get up and go to the kitchen. Dad is standing at the window over the sink,
and Mom is quiet behind him.
I can hear Chad outside. "Shawn! I love you! "
"I'm sorry, Chad, but I love my wife, and I ' m home now, and we're going to be
together." Dad is very calm. I don't like Chad. I want him to go away.
II.
The trailer park manager found out Dad was a felon. He said we had to leave, so Dad
pulled apart our big pretty wrap-around porch and threw the maroon, wood pieces into a big ugly
pile. He uses the drill to take screws

out of the tip-out, and me and Mom and Dallas move the

furniture to the other side of the living room, so he can push half of the room into the other. I ride
in the car when they take the trailer from where it' s at to another trailer park between the
laundromat and the middle school. There isn't a pretty fenced in yard with tulips at the new
place, just a big acorn tree that drops hard little balls all over the ground, so I can't play outside
without shoes. Dad pulls the tip out back out of the living room, but the floor is crooked now.
III.
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I'm ten, old enough to ride my bike up and down the block without supervision. Dallas
picks dandelions by the porch, sitting next to our useless Barbie kite. The sun is bright. I make
sure not to slide off the edge of the road where the grey old asphalt crumbles into the gravel. A
white car drives by, slowing down to make sure not to hit me, waving and saying hello as they
pass. Morn calls me inside a moment later, curly red hair flying around her face, angry.
I walk into the darkly lit living room, dark curtains covering the windows, only the
brightness of a shade covered lamp bulb or two illuminating the room. "Why were you talking to
that cop?"
"What cop?"
"I saw you." She grabs my arm, "That cop stopped and put something in your watch,"
she points at the green and orange, plastic, Scooby Doo digital on my wrist just below where she
grips my arm, about the same size of her own. "You let him bug you? You're working with the
cops now!? Give it to me! "
I pull my arm away, holding it close to my chest, "No, Grandma got it for me."
She picks up the hammer from the kitchen table. "I said give it to me!" I try to take a step
back, but she slams my hand down on the table, raising the hammer over her head. I close my
eyes and hear the front door open.
"Go to your room," Dad is saying. I open my eyes, and he has his arms around my
mother, pinning her arms to her sides. I back away, watching him take her to the ground with an
arm around her throat. I wonder if the car passing by was a cop car. Maybe it was undercover.
Morn always knows when a car is undercover. They watch us everywhere we go.
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A while later, my dad tells me to come eat. I pass my mother, passed out on the couch. I
have my pick of soup cans.
IV.
It's full Spring as Dallas and I play in the little sliver of acorn covered yard between our
trailer and the next. There are dandelion yellows in clusters all over, no real grass. Dallas, little
black headed, tiny tank topped, sister, picks the golden weeds and puts them in a pile for Mom.
She never notices that Mom throws them all away.
I crack the tops off of fallen acorns. I like to see what the nuts inside look like, but I don't
eat them anymore. I tried once, and it tasted like a crushed aspirin. I spat it out and still tasted it.
Dallas starts crying a few feet away. She's gripping one hand with the other when I get to
her, and I make her let me see, see a tiny black thread sticking out of a red spot on her palm. I
pluck it out and kiss her hand while she bawls. "It's all better now." I kiss it again. "See, it's all
better now."
"I want Mommy." She cries, big wet tears like bubble wrap.
I take her inside and send her to Mom ' s room where she's sleeping and go to the kitchen
to get an old pickle jar out from under the sink.
Outside, the bees are all over the yard. I open the jar and sneak up on them when they
land, snap the lid over the top to trap them inside. It gets harder the more I catch, but when I
don't see any more, I take them inside, and stab the metal top with a knife until I have a few
holes.
The faucet water fills up the jar slowly through the little knife hole, and I set the jar
outside on our tiny porch, a warning to the others, and I go about my acorn cracking.
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"Jamie Lynn did you do this?"
Dad holds up the jar when he gets home, and I'm still destroying acorns.
"Yeah."
"Don't do that, Sissy. We need the bees or nothing will grow."
v.

It' s bright outside and pretty, but me and Dallas play in the house. Mom and Dad sit
together on the couch. There's a knock at the door, and everyone freezes. We're always ready to
pretend we aren't home. Dad looks out the window silently before opening the door. It' s Christy
in the blue County Market uniform and slacks. She looks mad. She looks at Mom.
"You need to come to work, Shawn. I didn't get you this job so you could fuck it up."
"I don't feel like going."
"Go put your shirt on. You're going to work."
Dad doesn't say anything as Mom and Christy start screaming at each other.
"You're going to fucking work, Shawn! "
"You're not my fucking boss, Christy!"
Dad doesn't say anything when Christy tries to take Mom's hand and pull her up off the
couch or when Mom tries to punch her and misses. He doesn't say anything when Christy
quickly takes Mom's struggling body to the ground.
"James ! James! " Mom screams. "Get her off me! James, get her off me! "
Dad just shakes his head at her and says, "You got yourself into this mess."
VI.
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Dallas and I want our own rooms, but all we have are two bedrooms, and me and Dallas
share the big one in the back.
"I don't know what you want me to do about it, Jamie Lynn." Dad says.
"Can't you make a wall or something?"
"Just drop it, Girl."
I drop it. I stop thinking about it as best I can for days until Dad comes home with tall
shuttered doors and tells us to clean out a spot in the middle of our room, and we do.
He doesn't let us watch, but when he calls us in, there's a brown shuttered wall right
under the light that makes it dimmer than before on either side. There' s a little hall space where
we can both get to the long closet.
"Thank you, Daddy! " I hug him where he's crouched between us.
"You like it?" He laughs. "Give Dad a smooch."
He turns to me and then to Dallas for kisses and leaves.
"You stay out of my side." I tell Dallas, glaring because I know that she won't listen.
"You stay out of my side! " She turns and stomps away from me.
I know exactly what I want to do with my sliver of a room, maybe four feet by seven at
most. I shove my clear-plastic, Walmart dresser into the comer by the shutter wall with all of my
things tucked inside, my army-cot-excuse-for-a-bed against the real wall. I put my pillows
against the wall so the cot looks like a little couch.
My long, short toybox, that sits only as high as the cot, goes against the shutter wall
opposite my cot couch, and I throw a ratty blue towel over the top to make it look more like a
coffee table with a table cloth. I have a little living room, dim lit and comfortably dank.
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I hang a light blue sheet over the front of my sliver-room that makes it even darker, like a
basement. I love that.
My Lisa Frank jewelry box sits under my cot where I can reach it but nobody knows it's
there. Its cardboard with fuzzy poster flowers all over it that I colored with gel pens. The top has
a swing open lid, two small drawers in the middle, and one long one at the bottom. The bottom
drawer has treasures inside that I take out and put on my fake coffee table when I know no one
will bother me in my little living room sliver. There's a cigarette pack with fake paper cigarettes
inside, aluminum foil I folded into a square little ashtray, an aluminum foil bowl I pretend to put
weed in, a pen tube and folded piece of aluminum foil like Mom and Dad use to smoke meth,
and an empty Pez dispenser with a witch head on the top that I pull back, pretending it's a
lighter.
I sit on my cot couch and put the bowl up to my lips, hold the Pez witch like a lighter and
pull its head back, suck in until I can't get any more breath in my lungs, snort like Mom does
when she smokes pot, and blow out all my air, my mouth in an 0.
I repeat these steps, but this time, I put the pen tube in my mouth and hold it over the
folded aluminum paper, flick my witch open under the fold and suck in, moving the pen back
and forth over the crease of the aluminum. Then, I smoke one of my paper cigarettes.
VII.
It'll Be Different This Time
I'll never leave you again.
-Dad
it was different this time
he wasn't arrested in an apartment
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for making meth
for stealing anhydrous
he was arrested taking a car battery
out of a truck
in a dealership lot
for fighting with the cop
who caught him
it was different this time
he wasn't disappearing
for days and weeks
with my mother in tow
he left suddenly
no longer playing mahjong
at the computer
in our cockeyed living room
and he left her with me
it was different this time
he didn't slap mom for cheating
call her a whore
or scream
he took her wedding ring off her finger
went for a walk
threw their wedding bands at a jungle gym
it was different this time
I didn't lie to the cops to protect him
I just waited for visiting day
to see him again
in jail.
VIII.
Mom takes me and Dallas to visit Chad at his mother's house, a trailer in another trailer
park just down the street. It poured down rain last night, and the ditch in her back yard is
flooded. She doesn't have furniture. We sit on the floor in a circle, and the adults pass around a
joint. I'm glad it's not meth.
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"I'm pregnant." Mom tells me, raises the joint to her lips, and snorts until she blows out
the smoke like a dragon.
"You're pregnant?" I don't believe her.
"Yeah, your dad wanted another baby."
Chad, on the other side of her, puts a hand on her belly. "It's mine." He says. "That's my
baby. "
"Why are you smoking pot? ! You can't do drugs if you're pregnant! "
She rolls her eyes at me.
"Weed is a plant." Chad laughs.
"Weed isn't a drug," Mom chuckles. "It comes from the ground. It's good for you."
I stare at her. My whole insides are shaking.
"Don't look at me like that, Jamie Lynn. Take Dallas outside and play."
I keep looking at her.
"Go !"
I get up, and Dallas and I go out to the back yard where the ditch is a like a little river.
Dallas jumps inside and laughs, soaked.
"Is Mommy having a baby?"
"I don't know." I tell her. "I guess so."
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Grandma brings us boxes of brown, ripple-bent cardboard. They all say "EGGS" again
because Grandma got them from her work at Walmart. My things disappear into them.
"Just throw shit in there." Mom sighs. "It's not like you have anything breakable."
All of my favorite things go inside one-Lisa Frank Jewelry box, blue, stuffed, Dollar
General dog named Shephard, turtle beany baby, and turtle figurines. I don't know when I 'll see
them again.
The boxes all disappear into a red metal shed in Grandma and Grandpa's back yard. I
disappear into Grandma's TV room.
Mom can't live alone anymore because of the baby, because Grandma doesn't trust her
to be pregnant alone.
II.
"I quit everything for you girls," Mom tells me.
"Smoking too?"
"Yes. When I was pregnant with you and Dallas, I quit everything."
I put my hand on her big belly on the big bed we share with Dallas in Grandma's TV
room. Grandma put a bassinette, barely fitting, between our bed and her recliner.
Dallas watches Sponge Bob from the foot of the bed; he's the most intoxicating thing at
Grandma and Grandpa' s country lake house.
III.
They tarred the road this morning. Dallas and I walk round and round the mile long block
with the com field in the middle every day. Every month or so, they put down rock and then tar,
rock and then tar, rock and then tar. We walk and swim in the lake, walk and swim.
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Our shoes stick to the road today, plastic flip flops sinking into the black muck, shlicking
sound when we peel them up, plopping when we step them down.
"I'm stuck." Dallas says, and I turn around. Her bare foot is in the bubbling ooze next to
her little green flip flop. I try to pull it out but break the rubber straps.
I sling her up piggyback style, and carry her all the way back, one black bottomed foot on
one side, one green flip flop dangling from the toes of the other.
We get in the lake to wash the tar off her foot, but it just gets harder and harder to pick
off. Tasha finds us in the open lot where everyone can swim. She lives down the road in a house
full of cockroaches that I'm not supposed to tell Mom or Grandma and Grandpa about because
they might not let me come over anymore. We abandon the tar removal and Dallas to go to the
shack in Tasha's back yard. "The Chick Shack" is what it' s called. We huddle in the tiny room
and light nail polish on fire instead of painting our nails.
IV.
The bus picks us up second, and we ride for an hour before we get to school every
morning. Tasha and I sit together and sing along to the country music the bus driver plays and
tell each other secrets until we get to school. She doesn't talk to me much there. The other girls
she's friends with don't like me. I'm from Charleston, and they're from Neoga, and I'm not
supposed to be there. I'm a secret friend, only when we're at home on the lake.
When a new girl comes in the middle of the fall, Jessie, from another town, she's Tasha's
best friend, even at school, and all the other girls like her too.
v.
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I sit at a table at the Moose Lodge, all dressed up the way Grandma wanted. December
1 3 , 2004, the Moose Christmas party. We do this every year. Grandma loves the Moose. She
loves bringing us a present and putting it under the tree before we get there, loves watching us
sing for Santa and sit on his lap when he comes out and the elf hands him the present with our
names on it.
"Mom, I'm bleeding."
"What?" Grandma scrunches her eyebrows at Mom.
"I'm bleeding."
"Oh." She stands up. "Well, damn it. The girls haven't got their presents yet."
"Well, sorry Mom. I 'm bleeding everywhere." She points down at the crotch of her j eans,
bright red seeping through the blue fabric at the base of her huge belly.
"Well, I'm gonna go see if they have a bar towel I don't want you bleeding all over my
car." She stalks off on a mission, permed, black-ringlet bob bouncing with her every step.
"Get your coats on," Mom tells me and Dallas as she stoops down and grips her stomach.
"What's wrong?"
"Oh probably just a contraction."
"But, you're bleeding."
"It's fine," she tells us. Grandma hands her a towel from behind me. Two other stoopy
old ladies with country mile-long grins appear at Mom's side.
"I'm gonna go get the girls' presents." Grandma disappears again.
"Oh, I guess it's time," one of the ladies tells Mom, putting an arm around her. "You
need some help to the car?"
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"No." Mom laughs. "I've done this before."
In the car, I time the contractions with the stereo clock. Grandma' s going fast. Her speed
thingy says eighty. I think a cop might stop us and then tum on the sirens to take us the rest of
the way to the hospital, but it doesn't happen.
Christy is waiting for us when we get there, and nurses come out.
"How far apart are the contractions?"
"Three and a half minutes." I tell them.
"Well, we better get you into a room then."
Mom goes in the wheel chair, and we get in the elevator. I don't like the elevator because
I don't like heights, and I know that we're going up really high even if I can't see it, so I hold
Dallas' hand.
The room we go in is big and has a couch and a bed and a table with chairs, and there's
wall paper with flowers, pink trim, real curtains, but the floors are still hospital and the bed.
Christy sits me and Dallas down at the table while Grandma helps Mom change. She
comes out of the bathroom in a big pink smock that makes her red hair look silly, and when she
turns around, her butt hangs out.
"Your butt's out Mom."
Dallas giggles, and Mom turns around to me. "I don't care." She shrugs and laughs.
She winces and grins at the same time as she lays down on the bed.
"Why are you laughing?"
"Because, Jamie Lynn, It's better than crying in't it?"
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A nurse comes in and looks between Mom's legs. "Well, you're a quick one. You're
already fully dilated."
"Jamie Lynn was six hours," Mom laughs, "Dallas was only three."
"Looks like you're about to break your record."
"Mom, you gonna hold my hand?" Mom laughs again and then yells, really yells, and
Grandma grabs her hand, and Dallas starts crying.
Christy takes Dallas toward the door. "They're hurting my Mom," Dallas yells on her
way through the door.
The nurse flings Mom's feet up into the holder at the end on the bed. "Scoot down here."
Mom scoots, and I see her poop right into the bag pinned up at the end of the bed. I
realize that I'm behind a rocking chair. I inched here without thinking.
The nurse is arranging a blue, paper sheet over Mom's knees while she yells, and I see a
white bubble start to peek out between her legs, and I start to cry. That's my sister.
"Ope." The nurse says, looking at the little bubble, and I realize I'm the first one that saw
her.
A man comes in with gloves and gets in my way and tells Mom to push, and he holds up
the baby by it's foot.
Faith.
White chunk covered, bloody, alien white cord attached to her belly.
We call her Faith.
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I.
Sisters
dallas loves the baby more than me
that's okay
we hold her fragile phalanges to our throats
say our own names
so she soaks up the sounds
we say
i love you
i'm your big sister
happy fat fingers
that like to pull our hair
dimpled knuckles
folded palms
we say her name too
Faith
your name is Faith
she laughs
when she feels our voices
we're ready
for her to say it all back
II.
Mom's not pregnant anymore, ready to drink again and smoke cigarettes. She sneaks
cigarettes inside the house, smoking by the window and tells Grandma the smoke came in from
outside because it faces the porch. Grandma sighs and tells her not to smoke by the window
when it' s open. Mom doesn't like it here anymore because she's not pregnant, ready to go back
to Charleston, to her friends and parties.
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She finds Mike down the road, Booyah, because he gets drunk in his front yard. a ,1d yells,
"BOOYAH ! " at the end of his jokes, usually not funny. He's sopping fat and drunk ali the time
and slobbers when he talks, but Mom sits at the table in the grass in his front yard because he
brings her out a beer from his fridge before she finishes the last one.
"He thinks he get's me drunk enough one day and I might fuck him," Mom tells me on
the walk over, "Sick fucking pervert."
"Then why do you hang out with him?"
"Because what the fuck else am I going to do around here, Jamie Lynn? Huh?" She shifts
Faith in her arms before taking the cigarette out of her mouth to blow out the smoke.
Booyah isn't in his front yard, so Mom bangs on the door, but he doesn't answer there
either. We walk down to the empty lake lot instead, so me and Dallas can swim. Booyah's there,
sitting at the little glass table someone left there.
"Hey Booyah." Mom says. "We just went by your house."
"I'm here." He makes wet mouth noises every time that he talks and reminds me of a less
hairy version of the baby eater from Austin Powers.
Mom sits down at the table, but me and Dallas go and get in the water, still cold because
it's just spring, but we don't care.
We're :freezing walking out of the water, blue mouthed. It' s almost warmer just to stay in
where there' s no breeze.
Another neighbor is sitting at the table, Linda. Old witch Linda, black eyed, beer in her
hand, empties on the table, fried brown hair thin as the rest of her shrunk up body. She has
grandsons who let us jump on their trampoline with them and Tasha, but the grandson' s don't
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have parents, just her in her rust colored, rusted trailer behind all the weeds and grass no one has
ever mowed.
"Neighbor girl told me how you were tryin to fuck her husband," Linda's saying to Mom,
who rolls her eyes. "You even know who's baby' s that?" Her honey finger gets closer to Faith
than I like.
"Fuck you." Mom says.
"Mom, we're cold."
"You shoulda brought a towel."
"You and your slut fucking daughter." Linda looks at me. "You think I don't see you, up
and down this street, fucking everybody you see?"
"I'm twelve." I glare at her.
"Someone oughta duct tape that shit." She waves her hand around right in front of my
vagina. "Just duct tape your fucking pussy up."
"Screw you, you drunk psycho."
She wobbledly stands and swings her fist at me slow enough for me to step back.
"Fucking talk to me like that you fucking whore."
"Alright Linda, I think that's enough." Booyah laughs, but Mom get's up out of her chair
with Faith.
"Come on, Girls."
I walk around Linda, and she keeps coming after me, trying to grab my hair, unable to
keep up with my brisk walking stride.
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Dallas' teeth are chattering, and Mom tells her to get in the shower when we get back to
Grandma's house.
III.
We watch the fireworks that the people on the lakeside shoot off from Grandma's friend
Rita' s yard. We call her Aunt Rita, but she's just a friend. There are big bangs and Faith doesn't
like it. She cries in her car seat, but me and Dallas just watch the lights streak up over the water
and watch the reflections on the lake. All of the adults whoop and holler from the patio behind
us, sipping Aunt Rita's red, white, and blue cocktails that tum purple after a few good stirs.
"Come on, Girls," Mom says when it' s over, and she carries Faith in the car seat walking
across the yard to Jim's house. He's Rita's neighbor, and I think he's Mom's new boyfriend.
He waits for us on the dock in the front of his yard.
"Are we going on a boat ride?"
"Yes," Mom stumbles in the dark and catches herself before Faith's car seat slips away
from her.
"But, it' s dark."
"Best time for a boat ride," Jim beer belches at the end of his sentence.
Dallas and I settle on the floor, pulling our knees up with Faith in between us. He drives
fast so the tip of the boat is up out of the water, and it' s chilly, and I keep a hold of the car seat as
we go until Mom and Jim run out of beer and it's time to go back.
It's black dark on the lake when we get back to the dock, no street lights in the country,
only the dim porch bulbs from places like Aunt Rita' s back yard.
It' s wobbly when I step out of the boat, onto the dock. Jim hasn't tied the boat down yet.
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Mom comes next with Faith, one foot on the boat, on foot on the dock, and the boat slides
back in the water.
She yells. There's a splash, and I see an outline of Faith's car seat upside down on the
lake water between the boat and the dock.
Mom reaches down quick and pulls it up, but the baby isn't inside.
"I didn't have her strapped in!"
Jim jumps down into the water. Then Mom goes.
I can't move.
They splash around, but I can't really see what's happening from up above.
"Got her." Jim comes up first. "She just popped up under the dock, coughed, and looked
around, like 'Hello.'"
Mom grabs the baby. "She's okay."
But, she could have drowned. I take her, and we go inside Jim's house.
"Never ever tell your Dad about that." Mom tells me, face like a harpy. Her and Jim go
and get another beer.
IV.
Mom and Christy have been drinking all day on Grandma and Grandpa' s porch.
I sit in my one person tent, set up in the comer on the concrete, that I like to sleep in
sometimes on warm nights, so I'm alone, my own tiny room, but I can hear them at the table
beside me.
"Shawn, we've bout killed two thirty packs," Christy laughs.
"I know."
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"See, can't you just drink beer and have fun like this?"
"I know."
V.
Aunt Betty lives in our old trailer now, her and the stray black cat, fat with.babies, and
we visit her for a long time now that school's over. Michelle calls her Mom. Kaitlyn calls her
Grandma, and they live with her. Mom calls her Bet. I watch her play Sim City on the Nintendo
for hours when Mom's not around, and she never gets tired. She's skinnier than Mom, and she
takes us dumpster diving at night.
We watch for cops and dig through the trash at the same time behind dark buildings that
make it darker than just the night. We load up whole garbage bags outside of stores, full of
things. The Twice is Nice is best. It' s a thrift store, and I find a whole bag of pantyhose that I cut
up to make elastic rings for my coaster loom. In days, we'll have black, brown, and white
pantyhose coasters all over the trailer; I've decided.
"Here, Jamie Lynn." Aunt Betty says when she finds something cool, and I hold it while
she digs some more. We get home, rainbow candles and figurines as treasures in a microwave
box, to find tiny kittens nursing at the black cat.
Two kittens are black and two are grey. Kaitlyn and I name them, Jasmine, Oreo,
Sassafras, and June.
Aunt Betty says, "Don't get attached, Girls. They're going outside.

d
I.
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When I wake up, everyone is crying.
"What's wrong?"
Grandma is even here. "Sissy," Mom says, "Sherilynn had a car accident, a head on
collision." I don't know what that is.
"Is she okay?"
They don't tell me.
"Are you going to watch Faith while we all go up to Champaign to see her in the
hospital?" Grandma asks.
"I want to go."
"Oh, you want to go?"
"Yeah."
"Well, I guess we can just take her."
II.
I know it' s bad because w e have our own waiting room. Only doctors come i n here t o tell
us what's happening. There are couches and there' s a coffee table.
"Her brain was so swollen that they couldn't put it back in her head when they were done
with the surgery," Nathan whispers beside me. We all whisper; even though, it' s our own room,
white, with the long lights up top.
Darrell comes back in, and he' s crying. I 've never seen him cry. "I told them to take her
off life support," he says, "They said we can go see her while we wait, a few at a time, then the
�--

�rgan donation people will come and take what they can, but I told them they can't take her eyes,

and the funeral home will pick her up when they're done."
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"She's going to die?" I feel tears well up on the brims of my eyes.
"They could keep her alive, but she would probably never talk again or remember who
we are," Grandma whispers to me. She's crying. "Her and Darrell talked about it before they got
married. If something happened, she didn't want to live like that."
All the adults go in a few at a time. I'm the only kid here, but I'm twelve, not really a kid.
I sit still in the back of the room, really quiet so no one notices.
Everyone who leaves the room is silent and still, and when they come back, they're
crymg.
"How you doin kiddo?" Christy come to sit next to me.
"I want to go see her."
"You want to go see her?"
I nod up at her.
"I'll take you."
No one pays attention to us when we go into the hall. We go through some doors, and it' s
dark, and people on hospital beds lay still with blue sheets separating them. W e go through a
door, and Sherilynn is laying flat and still on the bed in the dark little room. She breathes slow. I
go up to stand next to her.
Some of her hair is gone, and there' s a plastic bag next to her head. Nathan told me that's
where they put her brain. Needles are poked into her hands, and circles are stuck to her body all
over, little cords leading off of them.
"Can I touch her?"
"Yeah, you can touch her."
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I reach up and hold her hand, warm, pretty. She doesn't move, and I start heaving,
sobbing. I realize; I'm never going to see her again.
III.
Christy and I sit in her Coke-a Cola chairs in her tiny apartment. No one has told us if
Sherilynn stopped breathing yet. The doctors didn't know how long it would take. The music is
turned up, and we're laughing. It's better than crying. Mom told me that.
"It's not fair." I'm cracking up.
"No," Christy's laughing harder than I am. "She's one of the only one of us who got out.
She went to the Navy, she went to college, she came back and answered 9 1 1 calls, and then she
had to drive drunk one time and fall asleep at the wheel. I almost wish she would have died
instantly like the guy she hit."
"At least we got to see her one more time."
"After everything she's been through," I don't think she's talking to me anymore. "Her
fucking parents and everything Uncle Charlie did to her when we were little."
"Do you think he' s coming to the funeral?"
"He better fucking not."
IV.
I wear a dark purple dress. Little white flowers are lined up across my waist. The church
is like a theatre, risers of movie seats going up and over forever, and it's full, but I don't really
hear what they say up on the stage. Aunt Betty reads a poem she wrote. I wrote a poem too, but I
only showed Christy.
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The viewing i s in the next building over, and we're all there first. I look at Sherilynn for a
long time, too light wig on her head to cover up where they shaved her. "She was so vain about
her hair," Grandma says beside me.
Everyone brings things to put beside her. Lots of dolphins and Strawberry Shortcake
dolls. Sherilynn collected dolphins-and stamps.
When I need to breathe, I go outside, and there are people lined up down the street to
come and see her. I see Mom's friend Cindy. She waves at me.
"Hey, Jamie Lynn!"
I wave back and go inside. I watch the pictures go across the screen, and they play the
same song over and over when people start coming in, and they all hug Dustin and Michelle and
Aunt Betty and Darrell, and some people hug me.
"He's here." Someone behind me says, and I look over at the back door where they're
looking. Uncle Charlie is there in a suit, his wife is with him, his kids.
I'm in front of him before I realize that I've moved.
"How dare you come here." I'm saying, and then I 'm not in front of him anymore, hands
are taking me to another room, and someone else is telling him to "get the fuck out."
V.
Ripped open trash bags full of clothes are spewed out on Aunt Betty's living room floor
in her trailer that used to be ours. We sit in a circle, some of us on the floor, some on couches or
chairs. We pick through everything, making our own piles of what we might be able to fit into at
our sides and divide her amongst ourselves.
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Low I n c o m e

I.
Over winter break, we move into what everyone calls the "no income apartments."
Really, they're the low income apartments. There are two bedrooms and a tiny room for storage.
Morn takes the big room, and me and Dallas share the little one. All the boxes that we put in
Grandpa's shed over a year ago, get hauled in, and we rediscover our old things.
Faith walks a little now. I sit at the table and feed her soft little stars out of a can of cereal
for babies. They smell like bananas, and she says, "Mhrnrnrn," as she chews them one at a time.
New men come and go from here than used to at the trailer, and Morn stays in her room most of
the time when she's around. Dallas and I make friends with the neighbor girl Selina, and we
make fun of the man in the building across from us who wears dresses and clear platform heels
with little plastic fish swimming in water in the bottoms. Morn says he' s a faggot and to stay
away from him because he' s weird.
Morn doesn't have a job, but she goes to a school that picks her and Faith up every
morning and brings them back before me and Dallas come home from school. I 'm happy not to
be in Neoga anymore, where all the kids grew up together and didn't like me. Charleston is
where my friends are, the ones I grew up with.
We go to County Market for groceries, walk all the way, and Morn talks to a man there,
tells us to be quiet.
We go home and eat dinner out of a box and there' s a knock at the door, and the man
from County Market comes in. He and Morn go to her room, and I hear her moaning loud for a
long time, and when he comes out, he doesn't look at us, just goes out the front door.
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I follow him out and stand on the tiny porch.
"Don't ever fucking come back here! " I yell at him.
He doesn't even tum around, but I do, and I see Mom in her room, and her face is doing
the scary thing from before, and she 's high again.
IL
Dallas and I have bunk beds in our room now, our own beds, something we haven't had
in years, cots and RV couches and a queen to share with our mother at grandma' s house, but
never our own beds, not since we lived at the house on North fourth street that Dad built, the one
we lost when he went to prison the first time. I take the top, hang a sheet up from the ceiling with
pink and green push tacks and tuck it under my mattress gently.
"This is my room." I tell Dallas, pointing up to the tented top bunk. "You stay away from
my stuff.
We unpacked for months, but I finally find my box, the one with all my favorite things,
one of the last few we unpack.
I find my stuffed dog tucked inside, Shephard, and I put my Lisa Frank jewelry box on
the shelf Mom put up at the head on my bed behind the sheet. When I'm alone, I open the bottom
drawer, find my Pez witch and empty pen tube, the aluminum foil concoctions. I haven't gotten
to play this game in a long time.
III.
The Mother
I hold her between my forearm and ribcage
pinch her nose shut and blow in her face
so she'll swallow her medicine.
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two a.m.
twelve years old
six month sister
sick
hating the cough syrup
illness makes her needy
screammg,
stabbing red sirens
when I put her down
for a minute
bathroom break
bottle prep
moment to myself
if I call Mom three times,
she '11 tum off her phone
she's out,
only comes home
to sleep it off
in the day.
III.
The bearded man, John, sits at the table with me and Mom, playing dice. I love this game,
play by myself when no one but me, Dallas, and Faith are home. I know all the combinations,
and he laughs when I call out scores faster than he can count them. One threw five is fifteen
hundred, three of a kinds are a hundred of what they are, ones are one hundred, and fives are
fifty, and if you bust, you don't get any points.
Dallas and Faith watch tv in the wicker mushroom chair with the big red circle cushion
tucked inside.
"Let' s go," Mom tells John, tipping her head back toward her bedroom.
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"Alright," he grunts as he stands up, and they leave me alone there.
I turn up the TV so my sisters won't hear and go back to the table to play with the dice
alone. I play and play, but I don't hear Mom's yells and "oohh's" and moaning, so I take light
slow steps back to her bedroom door.
"Come on, John, fuck me." Mom's saying.
"I just came back here to get high."
"Come on. Fuck me, please."
"No, Shawn. I'm not going to do that."
IV.
Mom is home when the DCFS lady comes by and asks us what we want for Christmas.
"Did you sign them up for shop with a cop?" She asks Mom.
"No."
"I have a form."
She looks around our living room, ashtrays on every flat surface, hole in the couch, Me
and Dallas in old things, Faith coughing, always sick.
She gives Mom the form. We tell her what we want for Christmas.
"I'll do what I can through the charity," she tells us, not Mom. "But, there are a lot of
you."
v.

The cop takes me by the hand in Walmart. I don't like him because he' s a police man,
and they try to hurt my family, even though, I know better than that now. I can't stop being
scared of them.
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"I want cards and headbands," I tell him. It' s his j ob to take me shopping for Christmas.
It's his charity.
He laughs, navy uniform all crisp, patched perfect shirt with a walky tucked into the belt.
"Why don't we look at clothes first. You only have a hundred dollars."
Two ladies gawk at us when we walk up to the clothes. I pick out a velvety blue sweater,
and the ladies watch until the cop rolls his eyes at them.
He tells them, "It's shop with a cop today-for the less fortunate kids."
I look up him when he says that, and he sees me look at him.
After hesitating a moment, he sighs. "Let's go find you those headbands." He puts a hand
between my shoulders and leads me away.
VI.
Mom's already gone out tonight, so me and Dallas take the top of the mushroom chair to
the kitchen and put Faith inside. We spin it around and around, and Faith laughs until we're too
tired to spin her anymore. I drag the huge circle back to the living room to put it back on its
stand, and I hear a crash like marbles hitting the floor, roll my eyes; I know that sound.
When I tum around, Faith has an empty cereal box in her hand by the counter, laughing
in the middle of the yellow Kix balls all over the floor.
"Faith Joan," I hiss.
She drops the box and laughs again, sitting down in nothing but her diaper on the cereal.
I sigh and pull the trash can over, sit on the floor and start scooping handfuls of the sticky
balls into the black plastic bag from the old brown linoleum. Faith throws them at the wood
paneled walls.
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"Quit that!"
I scoop and scoop until I have to pick up the last ones up with my fingers, one at a time
on my hands and knees.
I pick Faith up and hoist her onto my leg. She needs her diaper changed, so I lay her
down on the couch and tell her not to move while I get the bag with the wipes and her yellow
tube of rash cream.
I take off her diaper and lift her little feet with one hand to wipe her clean but don't put
on the cream until the new diaper is under her butt.
I leave her there, make a bottle. She needs to go to sleep, so I can do my homework.
I'm mixing the formula with a shake, and Dallas comes in from our room, crying.
"I want Mommy."
"I don't know what to tell you. She's not coming home, and you know it."
Her sad tears turn angry, little ball fists hitting the air beside her when she swings them
down. "I want her."
"Well, you've got me." I shrug and take the bottle to Faith. I pick her up, but she can hold
it herself now. She just wants to be held when she's falling asleep.
Dallas just starts yelling in the kitchen. She has a butcher's knife in her little fist when I
turn around.
"Dallas Shaylynn! Put that back in the drawer."
"I want Mommy."
She starts running at me and Faith, but I hop out of her way, run to the bathroom with her
close behind me, and slam the door on her face, the only door that locks.
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Faith starts to cry when I put her down beside the toilet, but I just pull out my crappy
prepaid phone, dial Mom's number. It doesn't even ring. I called her too many times already, and
she turned it off.
Dallas bangs on the door.
"Do you want to hurt me and Faith? Is that what you want?" I yell through the door.
"I want Mom ! "
I let her calm down, give up. Try to put Faith to sleep on the toilet. I want Mom too.
VIL
Dad sends me roses he drew and shaded in blue pen in a letter that comes with his name
on it-his name and K9694 1 , his prison number. The letters say that he'll be home soon and
we'll be a family again. I read it a lot. I don't like the prison number. K9. That's what a dog is.
"Look Jamie Lynn."
Mom calls me over with a little photo album on her tiny knees. "David took these, but
don't tell your dad."
I look through the pictures, Mom in different outfits, posing in different places, in
different ways.
"He thinks I should send them to modelling agencies. I always wanted to be a model."
I look at her, tiny in too big clothes, some in camouflage clothes.
"Christy gave me one of her old Army outfits."
"Pretty." I tell her, "I like this one." I point to one of her sitting on a picnic table in a
green dress, but her face is too white in all of them, too makeup covered to hide the sores on her
chin where her fingers work away at her face.
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"I'm going to send some to your dad."

tn

I.
Dad wears a light blue button up shirt when he comes home, puts Faith on his lap, looks
at her a long time. We go to Cindy' s when he's done looking at her, and he drinks beer with her
and Mom.
"Dad, me and Dallas built a fort."
"That's nice, Sissy."
"You want to come see it?"
"Not right now."
Dallas and I play with Faith on Cindy's floor. Her daughter Mara and I play Uncle
Cracker and Kid Rock on the CD player.
"Dad, do you know this song?"
"Yes, Sissy. Go play now. Let us talk."
I go back to the living room, dance with Mara. We get Faith on her feet and say, "Shake
your booty." She sways and giggles.
"Dad, we taught Faith how to dance. Come look."
"Jamie Lynn, I'm not going to tell you again. Go play and let us alone."
"Fine."
I go to the front door and slam it behind me, sit on the step and cry to the dark cul-de-sac.
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Dad comes out and sits next to me. I think I've seen this in movies. We're suppose talk
and then hug.
"What's wrong, Sissy?"
"You just got home, and you want to hang out with Cindy and not me."
He sighs, but not sad, mad.
"Well, I don't know what you want from me, Girl. I'm just trying to enjoy myself. Now,
get inside and play, and we'll spend time together tomorrow. We've got all the time in the
world."
II.
"Come on, James," Mom says, trying to get Dad to go with her to the bedroom.
"Somebody's gotta watch Faith right now," he sighs.
"Jamie Lynn'll do it."
"She's trying to do her homework, Shawn Lynn."
I don't look up, just put answers on the blank lines in my worksheet.
"Whatever." Mom stomps off.
"Whatcha workin on, Sissy?"
"History," I roll my eyes at the page.
"You don't like History? Dad always liked History. When I went to school anyway." He
laughs.
"I'm not good at it."
" What? You've always been good at school."
I get up, pick up my folder, try to walk away.
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"Jamie Lynn."
"What?"
"What are you getting so upset about?"
I clutch at my folder, tucked under my folded arms. "Because I'm failing it." I start to
cry. I don't mean to, but I can't help it.
"It's okay, Sissy." H e comes over with Faith and puts his arms around me, pressing my
sister to my face. "You just need to do better. Dad ' ll help you. I promise. Come back over here
and show me what you' re working on."
I cry harder, and I 'm embarrassed, but I go sit back down at the coffee table.
III.
We pack up all the things we just got back because the low income apartment manager
found out Dad is a felon. Our bunk beds come apart and go into Grandpa' s shed, and we tell
Mom goodbye because her felony trial in Taylorville for the drugs at the prison is finally over,
and she has to go to j ail for six months.
We live with Grandma and Grandpa Golladay this time, in their tiny apartment. It has
two bedrooms, but the extra one is Uncle Marty's. Dad sleeps on the couch. Me and Dallas and
Faith sleep on an air mattress on the kitchen floor that we air up before bed, and it goes flat
throughout the night.
I wake up in the morning, soaked clean through, sit up and my shirt is drenched.
"Did someone pee the bed?"
"I don't know." I sigh, picking out clothes from the hall closet we all four share. "It
doesn't smell like pee, and there's a bunch of it, all over.
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"Well, your Uncle Marty' s a fucking prick. I wouldn't put it past him to pour water on
you girls or some stupid shit like that."
"I have to go to school. I'm taking a shower."
IV.
I watch Charmed with Grandpa every day after school while he does his breathing
machine treatments and then smokes a cigarette. "Here, Sissy." He shares his chewy orange-slice
candy with me, the ones he eats because he "ain't got no teeth." "That one's my girlfriend," he
tells me. I laugh.
"What?" Grandma yells.
"What?" He yells back. "Dirty old bitch." He whispers and laughs.
"Wha'd you say, Raymond Allen?"
"Make me a pork chop ! "
"Oh, I'll make you a pork chop, Honey." She slaps her big pumpkin butt, and they both
laugh as she walks away, swinging their hips. This is their game, ever since they both went deaf.
I like that no one here does drugs, but Dad tells me Grandma used to be a mean old bitch
when he was little and she got whiskey drunk every day, but she buys me big jars of whole
pickles and teaches me how to make dinner that's not from a box and calls me "Baby" like she
calls Dad.
"The school called today." Dad says, coming in after his construction job. "You girls got
headlice."
We always get headlice, every year, and we sleep with mayonnaise on our heads and
someone picks the eggs out until we cry.
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"I guess we're just gonna have to cut their hair," he tells Grandpa.
"NO! " Me and Dallas tell him.
"Well, we gotta get rid of it."
"That's not how you do it." I glare up at him.
"Well, we're doin it."
He takes Dallas out to the park behind the apartment with scissors, hacks at her pretty
blackish hair, and she cries.
"I know, Sissy," he says, "But, Daddy's gotta get rid of the bugs. Sit still now."
When he's done, Dallas looks like a boy. He tells me I'm next, but Christy comes over

_

first.
"Dallas Shaylynn, did you get a hold of the scissors?" She nearly yells.
"I did that." Dad says.
"Oh," she tries to smile at him, "It looks nice."
Grandma comes over after Christy goes out and calls her. She takes Dallas to the beauty
parlor, and they try to make her look like a girl again, and we go to Christy' s house. She puts the
lice shampoo from the store on us and combs out the eggs with the metal comb for hours. She
told Dad to do all the laundry while we were gone.
When she gets all the eggs out, she puts a headband in Dallas' hair, sighs and laughs at
the same time.
"Well," she looks at me, "He was trying his best."
v.
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I'm in Language Arts, working on an essay for the Charleston Rotary Club about learning
from someone else's mistakes, when the intercom comes on and calls me down to the office. My
cousin Jenny is there, crying when I go in.
"Hi, Sissy," she pets my hair.
"What's wrong?"
"Dad had an accident. I'm gonna take you back to Grandma and Grandpa' s apartment."
We walk out to her car. "What happened?"
"He was working on Mom's furnace and it blew up."
"It blew up?"
"Yeah, he thought the gas was off, but it wasn't."
"What happened?"
"He's just burned really bad, but he's coming home from the hospital."
Grandma gives me a hug when she sees me. Dallas is already there, eating Grandpa's
orange candy, and we wait for Aunt Brenda to bring Dad back from the hospital.
He's hairless when he comes in and says, "Hey girls. Dad's okay." He's got his head hair
but no eyebrows or arm hair. "It even burned my nose hairs off." He laughs. There's scorch
marks on his throat like fingers, and he has to put on white bandages with clear, goopy cream.
"Now Dad's got funny hair too," he tells Dallas.
VI.
Mrs. Murphy tells me to hang back when she dismisses everyone else for lunch after
announcing that Tibet Spencer's essay about his sister's teen pregnancy won the essay contest
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and told us that the Rotary Club was going to take him and his family out to dinner and put his
essay in the paper.
"Jamie," she says when everyone is gone, "I just wanted you to know that you won this
contest. The essay about your cousin's car accident and how she died, it was the best essay."
"Okay." I don't understand, so I just wait for her to tell me more.
"They said it was too controversial. Your cousin worked for 9 1 1 , and her husband is
running for sheriff now."
"Oh."
"But, you should have won."
"Why are you telling me?"
"Because," she sighs. "You're a good writer. You're really talented for someone your
age, and I think you should keep writing. Don't let this discourage you. There aren't always
going to be people telling you what you can say."
"Can I go to lunch?"
"Yes."
I leave, but I go to the bathroom. Look at the white porcelain and linoleum, all shiny,
clinical whiteness. I cry for a minute in the stall, sitting on the toilet with my pants down because
I might as well take the opportunity to pee.
Tibet Spencer always wears nice clothes, always laughs. He talks to everybody, but not
me or my friends. His mom was my chaperone on a fieldtrip once when we were little, and she
was nice to everyone and bought him lots of stuff from the gift shops. I think about hearing
popular girls talk about him when we all sit on the bleachers in the mornings before we're
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allowed to go to class. I hate him for a minute, but I stop because I know it' s not his fault. I hate
the Rotary Club, but I don't stop. I hate Darrell. I hate my parents. I hate Mrs. Murphy for telling
me until I don't anymore. I get up, wash my face in front of the mirror, and go sit with my
friends in the lunch room.

H o m e Aga i n

I.
Mom comes back with a little cardboard box. "My cellmate made these for you girls."
She hands us heavy paper with smeary color all over it, cut to look like a Christmas tree and a
snowman.
"What are they?"
"She made them with toothpaste."
"Oh yeah, I've seen stuff like this," Dad holds one up.
I show her where the big jar of pickles is in the fridge because she likes them too.
"Hey, Shawn I got a joke for ya," Grandpa snickers. "Come sit next to me."
She goes, and he holds up his wrinkly old hands, horizontally a half a foot apart. "There's
a woman standing between my hands, now close your eyes."
Mom closes her eyes, grinning.
"Now point to her head."
She does.
"Now, point to her feet."
She does.
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"Now point to her pussy."
Her finger moves, and Grandpa swoops down and licks it.
Mom's pulls her hand back, "You dirty, old bastard," she laughs. He does his wet
chuckle until he coughs. We all die giggling.
IL
"You're going to have your own rooms," Dad tells me and Dallas. "They're little, but
they'll be yours."
He shows us a drawing he made of the trailer. He's always been good at that.
"Here's Mom and Dad's room in the back, and these are your rooms."
"What's that spot in between our rooms?"
"That's your own bathroom. You' ll have to share it, and it doesn't have a shower, but
there's a toilet and a sink in there."
"Awesome."
When we go in, it's empty, but there are big windows and three long mirrors on one wall.
We love mirrors, all of us. There's a big window in my room, and our old bunk bed comes out of
Grandpa' s shed, and one half goes in my room, one half in Dallas' . We get a grill, and Dad
brings home a puppy from across the street.
"She's only a few months old, but the lady who had her before us was mean to her and
didn't feed her."
"We should call her Ezabeth." I tell Dallas.
"No," she scoffs.
"What about Ezzi for short?"
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"Okay."
III.
Years have gone by, and we live in a house on the corner of a one way street. Faith plays
softball, and Ezzi plays in the front yard by my vegetable garden and the tire swing. I planted a
grape vine, built an arbor, dug out an in-ground fire pit where we host cook outs and fish fries.
Dallas is an artist now, drawing and painting beautiful things that we frame and hang on the wall.
And, I'm in college, an English major.
When I sit in the living room, the front door open on a hot night, I can see the street sign
on the corner across from our house. It' s a one way sign that's supposed to point west, but after
years of abuses, it's been turned, so it almost points directly north. "I

am

but mad north-north-

west," I whisper to myself, "And, I never know a hawk from a handsaw."
Christy comes over to have a beer on our back patio, husband and three kids in tow. A lot
has changed. We talk about Sherilynn and our family members. This one's in prison, that one's
in rehab, so-and-so is back on the drugs or never got off.
"We're lucky," she says, "By all rights, you and I should be strung out somewhere with
addict boyfriends, living wherever we land or on the street."
"That's true."
IV.
Thinking of Emily Gibbs nee Webb
Choose the least important day in your life.
It will be important enough.
-Thornton Wilder
her town
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my town
ours
Another day, I told Faith that in the play
Emily' s mother wouldn't look at her
on her birthday
even in her memories when she begged.
We laugh,
sunroof open to the sky,
shafts of light fall through the cloud cover
like those an angel would ride down on
to deliver antediluvian curses,
like the pain of childbirth
and death resting on Cain like a sheet,
the ones in our blood now.
Straight lane and firm hands
on the steering wheel,
I glance over at her
singing
full-toothed smile
hand out the window in the wind,
and I look back at the road
because I have to.
v.

Dad packed everything he owns in the middle of the night for the hundredth time and
went to my Uncle Bob's apartment. I put together a puzzle, a break from writing papers, and
Mom busts through my door.
"You been talking to your dad?"
"No. About what?"
"What the fuck ever, Jamie. I know you too are talking about me, fucking watching me. I
ain't fucking stupid."
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She knows what she believes. I know she's on meth again.

